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I Introduction l
1.1 The Qldhor
Abii Marwan cAbd Allah ibn Khalaf al-IstijI was an aslronomer and
astrologer who flourished in Toledo and Cuenca in the second half of lhe
eleventh century.1 We have no precise dates for his birth and death but
his family must have originated in Ecija (Lat. Astigi, Ar. Istija), near
Cordova, and an approximate chronology of his life may be established
from the fact that qaifr ~acid of Toledo (420/1029 - 46211070) mentions
him twice in his Tabaqti/:1 as one of the young astronomers who worked
in Toledo at the time of the completion of me 'fabaqllt (460/1068) and as
an expert in aslrology who had written an excellent Risala fi '!-tasyfrtil
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wa-l1Jll!.dril] aJ-slllfacat wo rdLn Ixfq ~iU al-~jnda ("On progression and
projection of rays, with a verification of some foundations of this
technique") which he sent to him from Cuenca. We present here an
edition, ttanslation and conunemary of this work.
h seems clear that al·lstiji was one of the astronomers who
collaborated with ~wid for, in the aforementioned Rist1la ([2]), he refers
(see below § 1.2.2) to their joint work which gave satisfactory resullS in
the study of the irregularities in the motion of planets and fixed stars
(ikJuild! lJarakat al-kawakib al-sayydra wo 'l-rhabira). It is also clear that
al-Istiji was one of the members of the "Toledan team" (al-jamtfa 01-
(ulay{uliyya) who were in charge of the "Toledan observations" (aL-ar~(ld
al-!u[ay!uliyya) led by qtitf[ ~atid: these two expressions were coined by
Ibn al·Hii'im al·lshbTIi (fl. 6011 1204~05) in his al·ZJ.l al-Kamil jf'l-
uftilrm. 4
When al-IstijT was still a young man, he left Toledo and continued his
work in Cuenca. We do nOI know the reasons for this change of residence
and, in the inLroduction of his Ristila ([I] & [2]), he complains that he has
been separated from his master ~acid and is compelled, as a result, to
change his field of research from computational astronomy to asrrology.
Does this mean that, in Cuenca, he did not have the equipment necessary
to continue with the observational activity in which he had been engaged
in Toledo? Alternatively he may not have had enough self-confidence to
continue with a task for which he needed the help of his master and
decided to concentrate his intellectual activity on a kind of research which
he considered easier, for it was mainly based on the astrological culture
that he had acquired by reading many Eastern sources. In any case,
Cuenca was also ruled by the Banu DhT'l-NOn, the dynasty in power in
Toledo, and it is possible that al-IstijT had been appointed to an important
posilion in that city, for the Moroccan astrologer Abu tAbd Allah al-
Baqqar, who quotes a long passage of the Ristlla in his Kirtlb al-adwtlr jf
rasyfr al-anwtlr (written in 821/1418), calls him waz(r.5 We will see later
Ihat al-Baqqar was probably the copyist of MS Escorial 939 which
contains the only extant text of al-IstijT's Ristlla.
cAbd (or CUbayd) Allah al-Istiji was identified by Millas (1940) as the
Calvo. 1998. pp. 53. 55. 86: Comes. 2001. pp. 367. 318-322. On this author sce also
Puig. UXX).
Ms. Rabat l;Iasaniyya 826. fol. 91v; Ms. Escorial 916. fol. 242r. We owe this
information 10 MonlSe Dfaz F.1Ij.1lrdo. On the Kiltlb aJ-llmI't2r Ke Dfu F.1Ijardo (2001).
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mysterious Oueidalla eJ sabio who seems to be the author of the If th
century version of the Alfonsine Libra de las Cruzes. 1S This identification
has been disproved by the new information gathered by Castells (1992):
the author of the Arabic original was an otherwise unknown ~Abd Allah
b. A~mad al-Tulay~li.
1.2 AI-Is/ij"'''s works
Apart from the Risala ft 'J-casyfrac which we present here and which
seems to be al-Istiji's only e,;;tant work, we also kllow of tilt: following:
1.2.1 Ristila/ al-iqbal wa 'l-idbtir ("On accession and recession"). Ibn al-
Hii'im al-IshbTIi states, in the aforementioned aJ-Zq al-Ktimil, that al-Istiji
wrote a work on this topic, dealing with the theory of trepidation,
apparently one of the main subjects of the research of the Toledan team.1
On the other hand, the Ristilafi '/-/asyfra/ (see [19]) refers to a motion of
this kind which affects the sphere of fixed stars. Ibn al-Ha'im gives a few
numerical parameters which he takes from the Risdla/ a/-iqbtU (values of
the mean position of the Head of Aries and of the equation of trepidation
for the times of Hipparchus and Ptolemy). These values have been
exhaustively analysed by Comes' who has shown that they cannot be
computed with the To/edan Tables and that they do not correspond to
those used by Ibn al-Zarqalluh in his -Treatise on the motion of the Fixed
Stars·. On the other hand, Ibn al·Ha'im gives a literal quotation from the
Ristl/a/ a/-iqbdl, in which al-Istiji deals with a topic apparently unrelated
to the theory of trepidation: a solar model of the Zarqallian type, with
variable eccentricity9 which implies that, after a certain number of years,
the solar eccentricity has changed and the table of the solar equation can
no longer be used. Ibn al·Ha'im also remarks that al·lstiji had found, for
his time, the same [maximum] solar equation as the Syrian astronomer of
the 9mc. al-Battani (1 ;59,1(0), while his contemporaries Ibn al-Zarqalluh
and AbO <Abd Allah b. BargOth had established, by observation, that it
Sec Kasten & Kiddle. 1961.
Sams6. 1994a.
Comes (2OOI), pp. 318-322 and 367.
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was very different (1 ;52,42° according to Ibn al-Zarqalluh). This small set
of scauered information allows us to say that al-Istijf was a competent
astronomer who shared theoretical interests and geometrical models with
the other members of the Toledan school, although he had independent
criteria that allowed him to give his own solutions to the problems in
vogue in his lime.
1.2.2 A zij without title: the existence of such a work is based in the
evidence given by Ibn al-Ha'im (flourished around 6011l204-05) who
states lO that an anonymous author who was his contemporary compiled
the al-Zlj al-Muntakhab in which he used the mean motions established by
al-IstijT together with al-BattanT's equations. Mean [planetary] motions are
usually found in a ztj and this has led Comes to talk about al-IstijI's Zi)
and to suggest that this could be "our corrected Zl}" (ZJ.ju-na al-mu~a~I~IaIJ.)
mentioned by our author in his Ristila jr'L-rasyrriit. Apparently this Zl}
allowed the Toledan astronomers {Q reach "a satisfacmry and correct
result" and to obtain what they were looking for "concerning the
irregularities [iklltiliif] in the motion of planets and fixed stars" ([2], [33]).
Al-IstijT repeats his criticism of other zljes which are basically incorrect
and cause errors in asrrological predictions ([29], [33], [35], [38]). Only
the MU~a~l~lQ~1 Zi) gives accurate positions of planets and good results for
lunar longirudes, due to the correctness of the lunar equation: as a result
of this, it is the only zi) with which the results of the two animodars
(calculated following the techniques of Ptolemy and Hermes) coincide
([34]). As he says towards the end of his risaLa ([38]): "in the animodar
and rasyrr, there are indications that conflrm the correctness of the zIj we
are using. Even those who are ignorant of the science of cosmology, of
the motions of planets and of the fundamentals of demonmation leading
to its verification, have elements which confirm its validity [Le. of the zl)1
and clarifies its veracity for them."
The identification of the Mlt~alJ.~lQ~1 ZJ.j is problematic. In our previous
article (1999) we argued that it should be identified with rhe Toledan
Tables and that this had implications for the chronology of this latter
wor.k: Toomer (1968) and Pedersen (2002) have established that very little
of the ToLedan TabLes was original and that only the solar mean motion
tables appear to be based on fresh observations; on the other hand Richter~
\0 Comes, 2001, pp. 309 and 367.
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Bemburgll remarked that me Toledon Tables were not mentioned by
~at'id in his Tabaqm, in spite of his own personal involvement in me
compilation of the zlj. As a result of this, Richter·Bemburg concluded that
me Toledan Tables were a hasty job done between the completion of me
Tabaqc'1( (1068) and ~acid's death (1070). This was at variance wim the
identification of me Mu~aMa~1 Zij with the Toledall Tables for it implied
that the Toledan zlj had been compiled earlier than 1068 and before the
unknown date when al-Istiji left Toledo and senled in Cuenca.
In favour of Comes' hypOthesis (M~a}.'~la~1 'hJ = al-Isliji's unnamed
Zll) we have her argument that the values for uepidation ascribed by Ibn
al-Hii'im to al-Istiji cannot be calculated using the trepidation tables of the
Toleda" Tables. The evidence furnished by Ibn al-Hii'im poses a problem
on the chronology of al-Istiji's ZIj, for he says that the author of the
MWllakhab ZlJ compiled this work about one hundred and fifty years after
al·lstiji. As the dale of Ibn al-Ha'im's Kamil ZlJ is well established (ca.
1205), al-Istiji's 21J must have been compiled about 1055 and one wonders
why ~a<id fails to mention it Gust as he fails to mention the Toledan
Tables). In any case we may also say, reinforcing Comes' hypothesis (see
below the conunentary on [17]) that the periods al-Istiji mentions for small
and middle conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn do nOt fit the Toledan
Tables.
It is impossible, with the evidence we have, to reach any clear
conclusion on the identification of me MIl~aJ.'lJa~1 21J. Both hypomeses
(MIL~a~'~lQlJ = al-Istiji's ZIj, or MU!jalJ1.'a1.' = Toledall Tables) are
problematic. As a matter of fact, not even the existence of al-Istiji's Zzl
has been proved: mean planetary mOtions are usually found within a zlj
but it also seems that al·lstiji's R;stilat al~;qbtil contained zlj materials for
the computation of the solar equation. On the other hand, the fact that al-
lstiji refers to ~oltr corrected zlT (ZzJu-na al-mU!ja~I~IO~I) in a r;st'ila
dedicated to qat/I ~acid seems to poinl to a work in which these two
characters, at least, had participated. This argument is not, by any means,
conclusive: a detailed analysis of al~lstiji's risala shows that he often tends
to use the first person plural. The question should, then, remain open.
1.2.3 The text of the r;sl1la contains ([34]) a reference lO lhe fact that al-
ISliji also wrote an epislle on the animodar, a topic which interested him
and about which we only know thal Ibn al-K3IIlrIllid also wrOle (see below
11 Richter-Bemburg (1987), pp. 37S.377 and 385-390.
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the description of the contents of the Escorial MS).
1.3 Tile Epistle Oil Tasyfr alld '"e Projection of Rays
This risala is one of the very rare AndalusT works on world astrology.
Interest in the kind of universal predictions with which it is concerned
appears already in the tenth century. as we can see in the Latin
translation, by John of Seville, of a short text by cUmae b. Farrukhan a14
TabarT in which the author deals with the astrological periods called
fardars (see below [20]). One of the "mighty jardiirs" began in 940 and
John of Seville's Latin lext preserves the reference to an horoscope, cast
for the spring equinox (21.3) of that year and for the latitude of Cordova,
using al-Khwarizmi's zq in Maslama al-MajrI!"s recension. 12 This
agrees with other evidence we have of the fact that, towards the beginning
of the eleventh century. Cordovan astrologers (Maslama among them)
made predictions based on Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions: historical
chronicles bear witness to the fear caused by the Saturn-Jupiter
conjunction (with change of triplicity) which took place at, approximately.
1590 on 20.11.1007, and which was believed to announce the end of the
CaliphateY Conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter were used by Abraham
bar J:liyya (ft. 1120-1145) in his Megillat ha-megalleh,14 as rhe basis of
his astrological history of Israel and of the Jewish people.
AI-IstijI's interest in world astrology appears clearly in his detailed
treatment of astrological periods: intihti.'at which last 1000, 100, 10 or 1
years, which he seems to prefer (cr. [19]) to Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions
of different categories (see [9]-[22]). It seems that al-Istiji studied
historical horoscopes and checked the corresponding predictions against
the well-known historical reality. This seems to be implied in his remark
([33]): "We have slUdied them for tbe different kinds of astrological
predictions - I mean the tasy'-rs for states, religions, horoscopes (!awtili~
of the accession to power of kings and anniversaries· obtaining out of aB
this a set of very clear results which are wonderful and an extraordinary
science. "
AI-Istiji is also interested in another kind of individual astrology
12 See Pingree. 1977.
1J See Sams6, 2004b, pp. 488-496.
1~ Cf. Milla-s. 1929. pp. 183-252.
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dealing with nativities, anniversaries, interrogations and elections, and in
the calculation of the length of life of an individual (see [15], [18], [20],
[22], [32]). He seems sceptical about the precision that can be attained
with the direct computations of the ascendent of a nativity and prefers the
technique of the animodar which he uses in its two variants: one of them
is described in Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos, while the other is attributed to
Hermes (see [34]-[35]). He has checked the ascendent calculated with the
animodar against the ascendent determined when a nativity horoscope has
been reliably "observed" by him or by other astrologers and has been
able, therefore, to establish its accuracy. He has, then, applied this
technique to nativity horoscopes in which the computation of tile ascendent
was not reliable.
Like his contemporary Ibn Mucadh, al~IstijT is very critical of the work
of other astrologers of his time. One of the reasons for this criticism is
that our author favours the direct computation of both rasyfr and the
projection of rays on the ecliptic ([14], [23] - [27], [31], [32], [37]), while
other astrologers make projections on the equator, using right or oblique
ascensions. Such direct computation seems to be one of the characteristics
of MaghribT astrology and al-IstijT defends it ([32]) on the basis that
everyone agrees in looking to the eighth sphere (the "sphere of the signs" ,
and consequently of the ecliptic) for indications (daM'if) which allow
astrological predictions, while the ninth sphere (the sphere that transmits
the daily motion to the inner spheres) is only used to measure time, a
variable needed for the computation of the ascendent. Those who calculate
both rasyfr and the projection of rays on the equator consider that the
result (lIa1l)a) is a premise (muqaddima). Indications furnished by the
eighth sphere have an absolute character and, thus, are independent from
the locallatirude. This is why our author believes that if, for some reason,
an astrologer believes he has ro use equatorial ascensions, right ascensions
should be preferred to oblique ones ([27], [30]).
There are other reasons for al-lstijT's criticism of the work of his
colleagues: not only do they not use ecliptic longirudes for the direct
computation of the rasyfr and the projection of rays, but they are also
unaware of how to compute accurately planetary positions ([38]). There
are two possible reasons. One is not stated explicitly in the text and may
be due to the diffusion of techniques (perpetual almanacs, equatoria)
which allow calculation of approximate planetary longirudes; along
similar lines one may imagine the possible diffusion of the type of popular
and simple astrology represented by the Alfonsine Libro de ias Grllzes, in
which predictions are based on mean (not true) planetary positions. The
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Other reason is the incorrecmess (fastid) of the zlJes in use at mat time
when they are compared [0 the precision of the M~alJlJ.a~1 Zij (see §
1.2.2). Finally, other astrologers do nor use the animodar and do not
calculate correclly the Lot of Fortune ([36]).
Astrology is a kind of knowledge which should be restricted "to men
having an equitable intellect and ... to outstanding scholars whose souls are
free of hatred and whose heans have not been led asuay" ([3]). This may
be due to the esoteric character of the discipline but also la the need to be
discreet about a profession which, even in the liberal atmosphere of the
Toledan fa'ifa period, could be considered unonllodox. As a scientific
discipline, it is based on both the mathemadcal and physical sciences ([3],
[4], [5], [9], [22], [30], [38]). AI-IstijT insists on Physics and the "laws of
nature" in a way that reminds us of Abii Macshar's indirect introduction
of Aristmelian Physics in the Islamic world, but there are cerTain
references in the risala ([19], [30]) which make us think on the possible
influence of Neoplaronic thought. On the other hand, qiyas (analogy) and
tajriba (experience) (see [3]) are the tools to be used in order to define the
main astrological laws. Our author insists throughout the risala on the
experimeural character of astrology and on the need to control the actual
results of a prediction (see [35]), and criticises other astrologers for
testing their predictions related to interrogations, partial elections or
nativities but not anniversaries ([29]). As for al·IstijI's insistence on the
use of qiyas, frequently in relation to the application of "rhe laws of
nature", it is easy to see ([51-fS]) that all his attempts (0 justify the natural
and logical character of the division of the sphere into twelve equal pans
or of the astrological periods iura groups of I, 10, lOO, 1000 years are
mere numerological speculations.
~acid said that al-lstijT was "one of those who have a sound knowledge
of astrology and who has read (he books on (his subject of both ancient
and modern authors".JS This remark is probably accurate, as we can see
by an analysis of the sources quoted in the text, most of which are also
memioned by ~acid himself. They include Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos ([23]),
Hermes ([25]), a problematic Kitiib al-amthiilli'l-Furs ([IS]). These are
(he ancient authorities and it is interesting to read that he complains of the
mistakes made by translators which might be the cause of the errors of
practising astrologers ([37]). Once in the Islamic period, we find Kankah
al-HindT (ll. Baghdad ca. 775-820) ([14]), Ahii Ma'shar (d. 886) (Kitiib
IS ~i'id, ,!abaqtJI, 00. Bu 'Alwiin pp. 199-200; tr. Blachhe pp. 153-154.
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a1-mila1 wa 'l-duwa1, Kitiib al-qiriiniit, the Mudlu'ikariit, and the a1-
Madkhal al-knbfr) ([14J, [16, [36]), AI-Khasibi (probably al-!:lusaynl al-
l:Iasan b. al-Kha~ib, ft. 844) ([18], [37]), AI)mad b. Yusuf al-K~Hib (d.
941) ([37]), al-Hasan b. Ahmad b. Ya'qub al-Hamdani (d. 946) ([18]), al-
Batlani (d. 929) ([26], [28]), and the Rasli'il iklnvan al-safa' ([15]). Of the
aforementioned list only the Kitiib a1-o1!lthii1li' 1-Furs was, apparently,
unknown to ~acid, who seems also to be unaware of a book on
astrological predictions by al-KindT (d. ca. 870), entitled a1-Madkha1 a1-
awsaf ([18]).
lA The malluscript alld tlte editioll
AI-lstijT's Risiila ft 'l-tasyfriir is exrant, apparemly in a single manuscript
(Escorial 939, fols. 9v-16r). The comems of the whole majml1~a have been
described by Renaud 16 and Ihey have a certain interest for the study of
the kind of astrological works that were circulating in the Maghrib in the
first half of the fifteenth century for, as we will see, at least the first five
texts of the manuscript were copied around 1411. The date fits well with
the period in which the Moroccan astrologer Abu 'Abd Allah al-Baqqar
lived: one of his [WO extam works, the Kiriib al-adwiirft rasyfr a1-anwar,
was written in 821/1418 and the author made, in this year, an observation
of the solar altitude in Fez, after he had carefully determined [he latitude
of the cityY We make this remark because Renaud stated that the
copyist of the Kiriib 'Zariidushr ~lQkfm al-Fursp'l-mawiiJrd (see below item
4) was a certain Mul)ammad b. 'Ali al-Baqqar l8 and that he could be the
Abu cAbd Allah al-Baqqar who wrme the Kiliib al-adwar and the Kiltib
al-am(iir, both extant in MS Escorial 916. If this identification is correct,
it seems that we have in MS Escorial 939 a set of astrological works
copied by al-Baqqar himself, because there seems to be no doubt that, at
least, items 1-5 described below (item 6 is written in a different hand)
were copied by the same hand and approximately at the same stage of his
16 Derenbourg & Renaud, 1941. pp. 54-57.
17 See Dfaz Fajardo, 2001; Guesmi, 2005.
18 In foL Ir we find an index of the contents of the manuscript which inCludes items 1-4
and 6 as well as the name of the copyist MuJ:larnmad b. <AIr al-Baqqar.
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The manuscript contains the following titles:
1.4.1 Kaltimft'l~nrml1dtir li ta~~Il~1 ~awalical-mawtiLfd li Abr '[JAbbtis ibn
al-Kammtid min Kittib ma/CirrI] al-asriir: This title appears in the title page
of the manuscript (fol. Ir). This is a fragment of a book entitled Kiuib
miftti~l al-asrlir by Abii 'l-cAbbas A~mad b. Yfisuf ibn al-KalTlIIllid (fI.
Cordova 1116).20 A preliminary survey of the contents of this work was
given by our master Vernet (1949). It was divided into 15flJ~iU of which
onlyf~ls 10-15 have been preserved on fols. 1v-8v. Belweenfa~ls 14 and
15 we find a page (5f) with a quotation by Ibn HiHiP on animodar,
followed by a set of tables (5v-7r) for the computation of the duration of
pregnancy. Fa!. 8v ends with an astrological note on huming and fishing.
It is interesting to note that animodar is one of the important topics dealt
with in al·lstijT's Risala.
1.4.2 AI-Istiji's Risala (fols. 9v-16r).
1.4.3 FU~i1lli-cU!arid al-fJasib fi'l-asrar al-samtiwiyya (fols. 16v - 17v):
the author is CU!arid ibn Mul)ammad al-J:lasib, also called al-Munajjim
and al~Babili, an astronomer and astrologer of the 9th c., among whose
works we find a Zfj.22 The text contains 65 fu~i11 or aphorisms dealing
with astrology or talismanic magic: 64 of these aphorisms appear, with
their corresponding numbex, in the main text, while one is a marginal
addition on fol. 17r. These aphorisms are apparently only known from
19 An analogous instance can be found in MS Escorial 918 which contains a series of
astrological texts apparently copied from another manuscript written in the hand of the
famous mathematician Ibn al-Banna' (1256-1321). See A~mad Jabbar and MutLammad
AbalHigh, f!aytll wa-mu'allafdt Ibn al-Banntl al-Murrdkushr [sic] nufa nllfUf ghayr
manshiira. Mansharii! Kulliyyat al-Adab wa l-<Ulam al-Insaniyya bi I-Ribli~. Silsilat
Bu~ath wa-DinIsat, raqm 29. Rabat. 2001, pp. 160-184. see also the review of this
book by J. Sams6 in SI/hay{ 3 (2002-03), 251-256.
20 Chab<\s & Goldstein, 1994; Mestres, 1996, p, 404.
"
This is probably Mu~ammad ibn Hilal al-Sabt], an astronomer who lived in Ceuta in
the first half of the 14th C.: see King, 1988, pp. 131-132; Lamrahet, t994, p. 98, no.
393.
12 G,A.S. V, 254; VI, 161; VII. 137; Kennedy, 1956, p, 14, no. 103.
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this manuscript, but 43 of them (together with two new ones numbered 2
and 3) are quoted in the Ghiiyat al-~lQkrml PicatrirJ where it is said (p.
319) that the title of the FU!i111 given by the author was Sirr al-asrtir.
1.4.4 Kitiib Zaradushtl]akfm ai-Fursfi'i-mawiilid (fols. 18v-34r): this text
is preceded (fol. 18r) by an introductory note, written in a different hand,
on the figure of Zaradusht, for which the source used is the MUlllahti ai-
Madiirik by Sacd ai-DIn al-FarghanI (d. 1299).24 The complete title of
this work is Kiltib Zariidusht fi'i-nujum wa ta'tllrrtiti-hti. wa'i-l]llkm Calii'i_
mawdlfd, also called Kitab Wakhshuz Zartidusht, Kittib DaMiat Zaradllsht
or Sirr cilm Zaradusht and it is extant in several manuscripts.25 This text
seems to have circulated in the Maghrib at a fairly early date for it is
quoted in Ibn AbT'l-Rijal's Btir(.1Ji
MS Escorial 939 apparently only contains the pan of the book which
is related to nativities27 and it should correspond to a fragment of book
5 (Kittib al-mawatrd wa'l-kusfifiit wa wl]wrt sinr al-'tilam wa tasyrr qismat
al-dullyti. wa ta~l(jwfl sillral-mawtilfd wa 'l-masii 'if): in fact we read at the
beginning (fol. 18v, line Il): "this book follows the first book in which
the spheres (al-ajltik) are described". This corresponds to the title of the
first book in Zaradusht's compilation (K. hay 'at al-jalak). The techniques
for prediction used show clearly a Greek influence, and this agrees with
the analysis of Pingree (.1 975, p. 7) who has established that this book is
heavily dependent on the work of Dorotheus of Sidon (second half of the
first century A.D.): Dorotheus is actually quoted on fol. 19r where he is
called "king of Egypt".
Although the important introduction to this work is not extant in the
1) Ritter, 1933, pp. 319-323.
201 Brockelmann. G.ALS. I, 812.
2S Sezgin, G.A.S. VU, 81-86. Only the chapter on the fixed stars has been edited and
studied in Kunitzsch, 1993.
26 See the series of eleven horoscopes mentioned by Ibn Abi'l-Rijlil (Hilty, 1954, p. 177)
which derive clearly from the analogous set in MS Escorial fols. 29v-JOr.
1'> Although we find references (0 lhe masl1'il in fol. 32v-33r. See lhe complete lisl of
contents of the book in Sezgin's GAS VIJ, 85.
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Escorial MS,21 the text contains references to me translation made by
Mahankard ibn Mahraban [ibn Mihrziyarl from the prestigious language
(aI~Jjsdn al-fii4if) which Zar§dusht spoke [into another kind of Persian],
for the marzbiin Mahiiyah. in the year of the Arab conquest. Miihuyah has
been identified with the /flfJrzMn of Marw Miih6e who betrayed Yazdijird
111 aboUl 642.29 This Persian translation was retranslated into Arabic,
towards the middle of the 8th C., by Sa9d b. KhurasankhurraJO for the
j~bahbad Sinbad, under the government (dawla) of Abu Muslim al·
KhurasanI (746_755),31 who is here called al-amfr cAlxI Allah b. Muslim.
The text is full of references 10 the original work attributed to Zaradusht
(QiUa Zartidusht ... ), but it also comains quotations of passages ascribed
to Mahankard and 10 SaCjd and we find references to events that took
place in Islamic times: thus, we read, for example, that al~Shi<ra al-
Yamaniyya was in the ninth house in the horoscope of tlle birth of the
Prophet, a piece of information derived from a commentary on the Kitlib
ai-qirlindt (fol. 25r). If this K. ai~qirtintit is the famous book by AbU
Ma'shar (787-886)32, this obviously implies that the text in the Escorial
MS contains interpolations which are later than the Arabic translation. [n
other instances the interpolations are due to Sa9d himself, although a later
author is also involved: thus on fol. 34r we find a reference to Ptolemaic
precession (10 per century) and a final note states that the stellar positions
correspond to the time of Sa<rd b. Khurasankhurra, who is the author of
the examples mentioned. The author of the text has made a sununary of
Sa9d's work and has only given the examples which correspond to the
two stars (Qalb ai-lfamai and ai-Shi"ni) mentioned in lhe text (b~IJ
u".,S,sJ1 "':...~ 1:..,....,..1.).
Fol. 34r shows the date when, at least, item 4 was copied. This date
was misread by Casiri (the years are written in FasI ciphers) and his error
was transmitted by Renaud to many olher scholars. According to Casiri,
11 See Pingree, 1975 and 1989; GUlas, 1998, pp. 37·38.
1lI Pingree. 1975. p. 7.
JO See Sezgin, GAS VII, 83.
)1 See S. Moscati. -AbQ Muslim-, in £ncydopidi~ de l'tslam I (Leiden-Paris, 19(0), p.
145.
JZ See Yanumoto & Bumett, 2000.
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the year in which the text was copied was 511/1117-18. As we established
in 1999, we read in the MS mat the copy ended in "Sunday or, better,
Monday (~~I J.t ~~I f~ ..,.) 19 Dhij'l-J:Iijja of year 813 H
[ruesday l4th April 141 I] which corresponds to the 13th April of year
1722 of Alexander [= 1411]".n
1.4.5 Two short texts on fol. 34v bear the titles: ~Division of al-Andalus
between the signs of the ecliptic" (~I ~.J~ u-1' u-J..J.:l'i1 .............:i) and
"Division of al-And:llus between the planets (~ u-J..J.:l'i1 ~
tsJIJ~)' It is interesting to remark that an analogous division of al-
Andalus can be found in the Alfonsine Libra de las Cruzes.)4 While the
two sources are independent, they apparently share a common ancestor.
1.4.6 Fol. 35r is blank. Pals. 35v-74r contain an anonymous work entitled
Kitlib ft'l-a~lk{jm al-rllljiimiyya which deals with nativities and elections
(fols. 45r-50v> 51 v-54r, 55v-56r; fols. 5Ir and 55r are blank). This part
is preceded by a long introduction to astrology (fols.35v-45r) which the
author has written because the books written by the ancients are difficult
to understand. The text contains references to the fourth climate (fol. 37r).
Between fols. 56r and 74r we have a series of chapters dealing with the
ascendent (fol. 56r), the Lot of Fortune (foL 56v), the houses Ill-VI (fols.
58r-6lr), relations of the new born with his wives and female slaves (fol.
62r), houses VIII-XII (fols. 63r-7Ov), anniversary horoscopes (fol. 71r)
and the lord of the year (fol. 73v). .
Our edition closely follows Escorial MS 939, fols. 9v·16r. The
spelling of the hamza has been nonnalised according to the standard rules,
but very few other corrections have been introduced and all of them have
been indicated in the corresponding footnote. The text has been divided
into passages marked by a number between square brackets (e.g. [I],
[2]. .. ) to facilitate reference. The same numbers appear in the English
translation and most of the corresponding passages are followed by a
commentary, which is indented and printed in a smaller font in order to
distinguish clearly the text translated from the Arabic from our own
II This was our interpretation or the date but we obtained independem confirmation rmm
Rosa Comes (she did not know about our reading) who has become an expen in cipheTs
or this kind: see Rosa Comes (200U)]).
)01 Kasten & Kiddle, 1961, chapter 59, pp. 160-161.
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remarks and interpretations.
2. Translation and Commentary
IFol. 9v/ln the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. May God
bless and protecl our Lord MUQammad, his Family and his Companions.
[I. Dedication and prologue]
[1] Let God give a long life to the honourable minister [waZfr] and judge
Abu l-Qasim, my lord. the most sublime of my friends, the most precious
and everlasting of my treasures, and the moSI elevated [person] my hand
ever reached, whom I succeeded in keeping for my present and my future.
Let [God] be generous with the portion of science that was offered to him
and may He increase greatly his intelligence and understanding, make the
differem aspects of his way [of life] prosperous, and let him attain his
utmost desires and expectations.
Now, God, blessed be His name and let Him protect you, knows that
I blame a Destiny that has ordained that I lose my personal contact with
you and that I could benefit from your understanding and be illuminated
with the light of your science. Though my body is far away from you,
you are always present in my thoughts and in my soul. When God, with
His well doing, allows me to be near you and will give me the grace of
meeting you and stay with you for a long time, He will make perfect what
is now just ordinary in me.
This is the beginning of a rnetorical prologue, parts of which are written in sal (rhymed
prose), something which can be appreciated in the translalion by the frequent use of
birulry arguments: couples of synonymic parallel sentences.
L. Richter_BemburgJJ identified this Abii l-Qasim. the dedicatee of the risdla, as
tne famous Abii l-Qasim ~a'id al-Andalusr (1029-1070), and noticed that ~ll<id, being a
Qt'l4{ in Toledo. was entitled to be called wazfr. In his "[abaqar al-Umam. completed in
1068, ~a'id mentions al-lslijT as a man who had a sound knowledge in astrology and had
written an excellent Risdla fi 'l-tasyfrtu wa-n~ari~ al-shtflf(j( WQ-ftfln blf4 U~fil al-
~intfa ("On progressions, projections of rays and justification of some foundalions of
this technique~) which he had dedicated to him [kataba bi-M i1ayya] from a place
which, in the manuscripts of the "[abaqtlt appears as Fankah or Qankah and which was
identified by Blachere as Cuenca. This is the reason for the separation between ~li'id and
al-ISliji.
lJ Richter-Bemburg, 1987, p. 377.
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[2] In spite of mis, my lord, almough what I have just mentioned has been
forbidden to me and I have been prevented from doing what I have
described, namely to be satisfied and happy wim you, I have decided to
replace conversation with me exchange of letters and oral discussion by
correspondence. What I mean is: since Ilef[ you and was separated from
you at a time in which we had reached a satisfactory and correct result
and we had obtained the fruit we were looking for concerning the
irregularities [ikluilafJ in the motion of planets amJ fixed stars - as, being
far away from you, I cOl,lld not rely on your collaboration and help in mis
matter, I decided to begin a new research of a different kind: mat of me
different opinions of me Ancients concerning me projection of rays.
progressions [tosyfrdt] and me long or short periods of time which
correspond to me different kinds of astrological predictions, according to
the prescriptions of physical law [al-qc1nun al-!abicf] for each kind of
memo
The refettncc to the -satisfactory results- obtainm by the two authors in their analysis
of the irregularilies in the mocion of the planets and fixrd stars [ikhliJaj ~rokbJ al-
kJn<.'tlkib al-!I1y)'tJra wa 'l-tMbitaJ seems 10 be an allusion 10 the problem posed by the
recension of al-Khwarizmf's zt} prepared by Maslama al-Majn~ (d. I~: this 1I}
allowed the user to compute sidereal longitudes. but it did 001 explain how to obtain
lropical longitudes which take into account the precession of the equinoxes. In his
'[abaqt1t. ~a<id insisted that Maslama perpetualed lhe errors of al-Khwi1rizmi's zfj, as he
himself had established in his book on the 1~/N! IJaraklll nl·kawt1kiblal-nujlUn wa-l-ufrtj
bi kllala' al-rasidrn rCorrection of the motion of stars and information aboul the errors
of ooservers-t. AI-lstiJI. then, bears witness 10 the fact that ~f'id and his group were
dedicaled to astronomical research, lhe main result of which were the famous ToledJm
Tables which included a Sd of tables based on the Ibeory of trepidationll. This may
also be related to the fact that al-lstiJI, as we have already seen (cf. § 1.2.1) also wrote
an epistle on accession and recession. 11 is interesting. however, 10 remark that al-ISliJl
)6 On this zJJ see the recent survey by van Dalen, 1996.
11 ~id ed. Sri <Alw;'(n pp. 146-147 and 169: If. Blachere pp. 114 and 130.
.. See Pedmen. 2002, lV. p. 1545. Pedersen's edition has shown thal. of the three sets
of Latin canons of the Toledan Tables extant, only Cb and Cc (Pedersen. 2002, U. pp.
478-79. 686-(87) - both derived from the same Arabic exemplar, which follows a
version of al-Khwllrizmf's zlj independent of Maslama's revision. allhough it is also
strongly influenced by al-Dallllni - deal with lrepidation, while Ca (based on al-Bat~nl)
refers neither 10 trepidation nor to precession.
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does not have the confKlence to continue this kind of research without the assisunce of
his master ~id and decides 10 turn his attention to a different kind of topic which
requires mainly a scholarly knowledge of the opinions of the Anc:iems. The identifICation
of the SOt1fCCS qUOted by al.lslijl will show lhat al-lsciJl appamuly had this kind of
knowledge and this agrtts: with ~id's ...."Ords when he describes our author as ·one of
those who have a sound knowledge of astrology and who have read the: books on lhis
subject of both ancient and modem authors. I do not know of anybody in al-Andalus
either in our time or before il who has obtained such resull$ COlll%llling the secretS and
peculiarities of this an-." ~j<id is a[so apparently nght when he says mal al-lsliJrs
study of progressions and projection of rays has no precedent in al-And:alus. The
reference to the prescriptions of physical law lal-qMQn aJ-{obffl reminds us of AM
Ma<shar's attempts to JustLly astrology usmg Anstotle's natural philosophy (see below
(3). (4). [5], {9]. (22J. [3OJ. [38]),00 although it seems that al-lstijT was also aware of
Neoplatonic ideas ([ 19]).
[3] This chapter is one of these fundamental things [aJ-u-rnl] which, when
ignored, invalidate for us a great part of judicial astrology, for it is like
the roOI [of the lIee] [aJ-as!] , while the rest of the indications related to
transfers [from a period of lime to another] [aJ-isridLaLar aJ-Ia~nVl1;yya] are
like the branches [aJ{ar]. Concerning this subject I have made a stop in
the collection of malerials with what can be found in this work SO that you
might consider it and jUdge if its contents are in agreement wim me laws
of science [qdnun a/Jilm] and is adequate bolh to Physics and
Mathematics. For you already know IFo!. 10 r/mat deduction [qiyas] in
Physics is always proved and correct when it obtains the support of
experience [rajriba]. When we meet, with God's help, I will show you me
astrological horoscopes [al-1Iarb a1jalakiyya] I have collected as examples
and you will see someming extraordinary and astonishing. God, who is
able to see secrels from above and is aware of hidden things, knows mal
I - who would be happy to be your rescue - would only give such a
present to a person like you. [God] has increased my fortune in this
respect by allowing me to coincide wilh you and show you [what I have
collected] so lhat you may look at it with eyes of understanding, research
and experience. You might be able to discover mistakes in the
classification [of materials] or weaknesses in some interpretations and,
being rightly aware of it, you will be able to add whal is missing and
criticize what you consider invalid. I appeal to you, by God's honour, by
all your manly and human virtues and by all those rational things in which
Jf ~id. fabaq/Jl. ed. Du cAlw.l:n pp. 199-200; tt. Bla~ pp. 153·154.
• Lemay, 1962. pp. 41 ff.
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you believe, not to show this work of mine 10 anybody until we have
reached our goal and we have reached an agreement. Only then you will
be able 10 allow its reading to men having an equilable intellect and give
it to outstanding scholars whose souls are free of hatred and whose hearts
have not been led astray.
Al-lslUT considers the study of progressioos and projection of rays, as well as the
corresponding astrological periods. as the foundation [~l] of the al1. while the rest of
the indications related to transfers lal-istidllJ141 Ql-t~wt1iy)'al (lMiversaries) are like the
branches [al:fall. Although the opposition ~alljurlf is applied to other fields of
knowledge, we believe our author is using a terminology extracted from jiqh (religious
law) something which would be in keeping. at least. with the profession of ~a<id as
qiJifi"1. As in (21 he insists on the iritponance of physical laws and on the fact that
astrology muse be in agrecmenl with Physics and Mathematics, as well as the need for
experimentation ltajriba] (see lSJ, [211, [29}, [321, [33], [35]. [38]). This, together with
qi)'(/S (analogy). seems to be an astrological commonplace: we find it in the MadkJral of
KushyJr b. LabbJn (ft. c. 1000)'2. Abii Matshar (787-886) dedicates a chapler of his
Madkhal Kabrr to refute the opinion of those who reject astrology, among whom we find
scholars who state that this discipline cannoc be proved by experience. Against this
opinion he says thal astrOlogical knowledge has been obtained by qiyds and using the
experierJce recorded by astrologers of previous generatioos'J. In the Maghribi tradition.
loo Abi 'I-RijJl (fiTS( half of the 11th c.) has a chapter on tas)'fr in which he gives a
series of examples of what he claims to be authentic nativity horoscopes, although, as
we have seen (see above § 1.4), this collection seems to have been copied from a book
ascribed to ZarJdusht. Al-Istiji himself mentions a similar collection (see [35]). Ibn
Abn-Rijfl is also the author of a lost t/j which, according 10 him, is based on
observalions and usa! by him to justify his astrological predict)ons." Ibn al-Kamrrd:d
(fl. fiTS( half of the 12th c.) wrote a treatise on ·astrological obstelrics· which contains
references to experimental astrology'S. In the 14th c. Ibn cAzzilz al-Qusan~Tni designs
41 Sec: N. Calder, -U~ii1 al-fiqh- in Encyclopidie de I'lslom X (Leiden, 2002), pp. 100S-
1008.
~2 Yano, 1997, pp. 6-7.
4) Ed. Lemay: AbU Ma"shar, MadkJwI Kabfr D, pp. 39-41. See also Charles Bumeu. -The
cenitude of astrology: the scientifIC methodology of al-Qabr~i and AbU Macbr-, &rty
Sdence and MMidne 7 (2002). 198-213.
.. Hilty. 1954. p. 177: "e esto auemos-Io prouado en las nuestrns tablas que nos
~ con nuestros catamientos".
4) VemeI, 1949.
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an experimental method to correct astronomical tables by using astrological evidence'6
and, towards the beginning of the 15th c.. al-Baqqlir frequently refers 10 experience in
his Ki/llb alda, wa '!-amllir.
A last remark related to this passage is concerned with the secret character of
a.slrology. Only God "is able 10 see secrdS from above and is aware of hidden things-
and only a scimtisl hke ~i'id deserves the communication of such .seems which should
nl)( be divulged unul ~id has made a serious revision of the text of the milia. When
such a task has bttn fulfilled, al.ISliJTs work will only be made accessible "to men
having an equiuble intellect and... 10 outstanding schola~ whose souls are free of tlatre<!
and whose hearts have not been led astray". The esoteric character of astrological
knowledge is an idea which appears, about one century later. in Hermann of Carinthia's
De aStnliit'. but we may also think that al-lstiJl is afraid of men of religion whO
might consider this discipline as unonhodox.
[4] All I have written in it, making a .selection of [the knowledge] I have
gathered in this art, can be found in the books of the Ancients who
preceded [us] and is written in the works of the philosophers of the past,
of which only traces of their science are extant. God, with His grace, has
allowed us to clarify what has been obliterated of this secret science,
which is the result of Philosophy, as, for the Ancients, it had the same
category as Metaphysics [aIJi/m a/-i/dllf), accordjng to what they said and
obtained from the scientists. This is clear from the position it [Le.
astrology] occupies, for both Mathematjcs [a/_ci/m a/-lIandos/1 and Physics
are prolegomena and introductions to it, in the same way as they are
prolegomena and introductions to Metaphysics. Therefore it has the same
category and is equivalent to it.
[H. Numerological speculation: tile twelve paris of tile spllere and tile
four categories of numbers]
[5] We should now begin by mentioning our purpose, with God's help.
I now say that the first thing we should explain is the meaning of the
word tasyrr and what is its purpose. For people in ancient times disagreed
on this and not one of them explained what they intended willl it or wrote
a scientific introduction, in agreement with the laws of nature, from which
one could deduce what they meant. Therefore we should either establish
what they intended in such a way that their differences disappear or each
one of them had his own argument which justified his opinion and was the
<1<\ SamsO, 1997 and 1999.
'7 Bumett. 1982, pp. 70·73; Bumeu, 1992. p. 1044.
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cause of what he intended. Thus, concerning the meaning of this word.
we must first write a scieDlific introduction which will be the basis of our
opinion as well as the foundation of the meaning a school of the ancients
auached to this word, as can be deduced from their intentions related to
this topic. I therefore say that the sphere is necessarily divided iDlo twelve
parts and this is something on which both natural philosophers [rabtiyylln]
and mathematicians [muhalldisl1n] agree. That is to say that the ecliptic is
divided into fOUf parts, each one of which has an influence [la ',hiT] which
is clear to the senses: these are the two solstices and the two equinoxes.
Then. there is no doubt that each part has a beginning. a mid!Jle and an
end. Each one of the aforementioned four parts is. therefore. divided into
three and the divisions of the sphere IFo!. 10 vi become. in this way,
twelve. No one ~an pretend to divide the sphere, in a meaningful way,
otherwise. One should not divide further these twelve parts, because their
beginnings have a clear meaning neither in natural philosophy nor in
mathematics. If we consider these divisions from the point of view of
analysis [isliqra 1 and experience [/ajriba], we will discover in them
influences [ta'thfr], forces [qlllvd] and effects [aId!] that will confirm the
validity of [our] opinion and we will also dispel any kind of doubt or
confusion that might arise about its structure. For these twelve parts were
divided among the seven planets in accordance to the opinion of the
ancients and not a single nation of the past disagreed with this division.
Their agreement in this respect is the reason why the meaning of science
should be trusted.
On rajriba see abovc (31. AI-lstiJTs justification of~ division of the ecliptic into tv,dve
equal partS (the zodiacal signs) by its agreement with -the laws of nature- is. in fact.
mere numerological specuhuion_ On the Olher hand (set 111) he considers that ~
division of~h sign into thiny degrees is arbitrary. see however the quotation from ai-
Hamdllnrs $ord 'jr aJ-~knlll below ([6]).
[6] When we cast the horoscope (/la~ba) of a human nativity, we find that
che distance, expressed in "pans" (ajzli'), of one of the cusps from the
beginning of its sign is the same as the distance, also from the beginning
of the corresponding sign, of the planet which dominates (al-muslawll) the
sign of the conjunction or opposition which took place before the nativity.
the corresponding ·parts~ being the result of the system of division
adopted. This takes place necessarily in all cases and it cannot happen by
accident: it has always been so through the passage of time. We can
establish from this, therefore, the validity of two fundamental astrological
principles: thal the aforementioned division is correct and the same can be
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said of the ascription of the planets to the signs and of the existence of an
affinity between these planets and the divisions related 10 them."
The first part of al-lstiJTs argument derives ultimately from the TnmbiblOJ m.l"' in
which Ptolemy undtTiines the difflcully of establishing accur.ucly the exaCI time of binh
and explains the technique which was later called animodar (see [341 and (35». As il
is easy to c:sublish the sign (if TlOI: lhe deg.rec:) of the ascendent in the horoscope of a
nativity. we should calculate the degree of the nearest conjunction or opposition of the
Sun and the Moon which took place before the birth of the subject of lhe horoscope. We
next observe which planet dominates lhe place of the aforementioned syzygy and which
is the di!;l;lJlCt; between this planet and the beginning of its sien. We shall then conclude
that the same degree of lhe sign of the ascendent will be the precise ascendent OIl the
moment of the birth of lhe child. If, however. the ruling planet is nearer 10 midheaven
than to the ascendent, the procedure will be used to find the degree of midheaven and
the position of the ascendent will be calculated from it..IO The same technique is
described in Ambic sources (al-Qabr~i,~\ Biriini.J1 KOshyllrl ) and both al-Biriinr and
Kushytl:r (like al-lstijT) apply the technique to the cusp which is nearer the planet (oot
only the ascendent and midheaven).
(7] Concerning the division of the sphere into degrees, minutes and the
other fractions, it is a conventional division as well as the result of a free
election. If anybody wanted to divide it into three hundred, six hundred,
three thousand, or any other number of parts, he could do it and not a
single scientist could use serious arguments to establish its invalidjty.
See above [S].
•
•
•
"
"
In the margin of the manuscript we read the following words: "( say: al-HamdllnT
mentions, in the second chapter of the first maqlfla of his book Sarll'ir al-IJikma that the
division of the sphere in three hundred [sic] degrees (jut. ') and the division of each
dcgree in sixty minutes, and so on in the successive orders, is a natuml «(abfiy)'a)
division: he has reached this conclusion using arguments (~lIljaJ) and demonstrations
(bartlhfn)". On al-Hamd1ini and his SUra'if a/~~likma ct. [18).
Robbins, 1940, pp. 228-235.
See also Boucht-Leclercq, 1899, pp. 387-390.
&I. Bumett. YamamotO and Yano. 2004. pp. 108-111.
Wright, 1934. pp. 328-329.
&I. Yam. 1997. pp. 160-163.
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[8] As we have already established that the sphere is divided into twelve
parts, let us now memion the classifications of numbers which seem fit
and correspond to such division. I say that there are four categories of
numbers - units, tens, hundreds and thousands - which correspond to the
four main divisions of the sphere, which are the two equinoxes and the
two solstices. There are also twelve specific names for numbers which are
from one to nine, called units, then the ten, which is the tenth from which
numbers are composed and formed. Then we have the hundred, which is
the elevemh name, and the thousand, the twelfth name. There are no other
names for numbers except those I havt: 1I1t:l1lioned, because all of them are
the result of the repetition of the aforementioned names, without any other
addition.
The four ca!egories of numl:Jers (I, 10, lOO, IOOO) correspond (() lhe four kinds of qisma
mentioned by AM Ma<Shar in his Kiujb a/-Uliif.~, in which lhe moIion of the fasyft"
takes place on the equator. They also correspond to the four kinds of illlihil' (see below
[91-[12]), where the displacement takes place on the ecliplic. The same four cycles
appear in MUsa b. Nawbakhl's Xi/ab al-azJ//ina ",'O'/-dllhl1r."
filL Astrological periods alld Satllrtl-Jupiler COIJjllllctiOlls: Iheir
agreemenl wilh Ihe four caJegories of numbers]
[9] The purpose of philosophy is to find the adequacy, correspondence
and conformity of things between themselves. Because of this, the sphere
is, for the natural philosopher, like the genus, while its divisions are
similar to t.he species of the [different] kinds of the number which is one
of the categories of the quantity which exists in the body. I also IFol. 11 rl
say that there are four kinds of changes that take place in the world: those
which affect the whole world, about which one can say that the world is
based upon them_ I mean the great changes like the floods and the periods
ofdrought which produce serious hann and destruction to certain regions,
as well as the periods of anarchy, wars, deposition of kings, and those
events that affect rules and laws and those in charge of dictating them,
such as prophets or kings according to whether such laws are prophetic
or royal. All these things are related specifically to the indications given
by the twelve zodiacal signs and the periods of time related to them are
Sol Pingree, 1968, p. 59.
" See Labarta & Mestres, 2005, pp. 0.44-0.45.
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in the category of the thousands. Therefore the world falls during one
thousand years under the domination of one sign.
Here our author refers to the cycles usually callai, in Eastern sources, intiM'I2t,
although he does nor. use this tenn. Their motion takes place: on the ecliptic (Kennedy.
1962. p. 356) and the longest of these periods is the mighry world-inriM', related 10
great events in the history of lhe world. 11 moves through a zodiacal sign in 1000 years.
[10] Similarly those events that take place during these [long periods] can
be considered like the [second) category. They are those which affect lhe
changes in the situation of religions and their great personalities, the
transfer of power from one nation to another and from a dynasty to
another within the same country or the good or bad forlune that favours
or harms a particular part of the earth. These lhings are related to the
indications furnished by the twelve zodiacal signs and the periods of time
related to them are in the category of the hundreds. In this way each
country and each nation is submitted to the power of each sign during a
hundred years. This kind of rasyfr. calculated from rhe ascendent of its
beginning, affects the events we have already mentioned. The hundreds
also have a share in some kinds of events to which we have referred supra
([9]) because the hundreds are like a part of the thousands to which they
are associated and related.
A1-Istiji rden here 10 the big world-intiM' which moves through a zodiacal sign in 100
)'tars. The corresponding tQs)'fr advances 0;18" per year (- 3fI1'1 12(0).
[11] The third category affects each individual of the human race: to the
changes [in his life], in his well-being and in his freedom of election in
all the events which affect him. These are specifically related to
indications furnished by the twelve signs and the corresponding period of
time is in the category of the tens. Thus, a man is submitted to the power
of each sign during ten years. The cycle of the signs ends when a man
finishes the period of his natural life, which is a hundred and twenty
years.
w~ hav~ here the middle world·inrihd' which moves through a zodiacal sign in 10 years.
It affects individuals because its period is 120 years which is the natural <!abff) duration
of human life.
[12] There is also a fourth category which corresponds to the
anniversaries (tal}liWl1 al-sillfll). These are the divisions (ajzd') of all the
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aforementioned kinds. [fhe periods of time] related to them are in the
range of the units because [this tasyrr moves] one sign per year.
As the units are conunon to the four categories of numbers, because
we use them to count the other orders and all numbers are based on them,
the whole world is necessarily submitted to the influence of one sign per
year. This is called the sign of the cycle (burj ai-dawr) and it is the sign
of the limit (burj ai-mumahti). This sign will give detailed information
about the [general] indications (daMia) furnished by tbe first principles
(ai-mabtidi' ai-aM) as well as about the partial changes (ai-taghtiyrr al-
juz'iyya) which lake place within the different kinds of influences.
Similarly the sign of the limit participates, year after year, in the period
of the second category, which corresponds to the hundreds. Men will be
submitted, in this way, to the influence of each sign during one year, and
this will be the sign of the revolution and of the limit (ai-imihti ').
Interrogations (masti'if) and elections (ikhtiytirtit) [also] fall under this
fourth division, which corresponds to units and anniversaries IFo!. 11 vI
because [human] thought does not consider periods longer than one year
when it deals with this kind of topics, as they consist in asking whether
something will happen or not, this being the end of the mental process.
The tasyrr or the indicators (adilla) of this kind is like the lasyrr of the
indicators for one year. Interrogations of a general kind are made by
people, in their own interest, instead of casting a nativity horoscope and
they enter the kind of these latter horoscopes. Their tasyrr is like the
tasyrr of nativities.
This kind of tasyr, corresponds to [the small world-intiha '] (one zodiacal sign per year).
11 corresponds to the category of anniversaries or year-transfers (ra~l(jwn at-sinfh). It
offers details when calculating a /OS'jir of a more general kind and it is also used to
predict the future of individual men. This is the kind of period that affects the
horoscopes of nativities (cast on the occasion of the binh of a child), anniversaries (cast
on the birthday of a person), interrogations (cast to answer a specific question) and
elections (cast to choose the propitious moment to undertake an activity). The /asyrr
progresses 2;30" per momh or '" per 12 days and 1/6 of a day ([181). Ibn Abf'l-Rijal
refers to this cycle in his Kitflb aJ_Ban"'.56
[13] Let us also remember the occult principles and their similarity to the
aforementioned four periods. The first is the period of the great
conjunction (ai-qirtill ai-d?,am) corresponding to the time required for a
shift: through the four triplicities and a return of the conjunction to the
56 See Yamamoto & Bumett. 2000, I, pp. 559-563.
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same triplicity where it began. This is a period of about one thousand
years and. therefore, it is similar to the category of the thousands and it
gives similar indications corresponding to the same order. Then comes rhe
middle conjunction (al-qirtin al-awsaO, which is the time that corresponds
to twelve conjunctions, measured in mean motion (CaLa '[-amr aL-awsaO,
and it is the equivalent of the range of the hundreds. Then the small
conjunction (al-qiran al-a~gar) which is the period of time between two
Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions in mat triplicity. It corresponds to the category
of the tens. After this we have the units. which are the anniversaries
(ra~ltiwrl al-sinrn): they arc parts of the whole, in which they participate
as well as in its future consequences; the same happens with the
anniversaries. The sign of (he limit (burj aJ-mumahti) gives details about
all primary questions, and defines their essence as well as the exact times
in which the events will take place.
Al-Istijr establishes a correspondence between the four world-imiha'tu periods and the
theory of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions. For that purpose it is important to bear in mind
the standard classification of the zodiacal signs into four triplicities, which are related
to the four elements: Fire (Aries-Leo-Sagittarius). Earth (Taurus-Virgo-Capricorn). Air
(Gemini-Llbra-Aquarius), Water (Cancer-Scorpio-Pisces). A conjunction of Saturn and
Jupiter takes place approximately every twenty years. twO thirds of a revolution (eight
zodiacal signs) further along from the previous one. This is why these conjunctions tend
to stay in the same triplicity. There is, however, a small advance in the position of every
third conjunction, which make take it out of the former triplicity and into the next. Abl1
Ma<shar - one of the sources quoted by al-Isti]! - establishesYl that the average time
between two Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions amounts to 19.848 sidereal years and that the
advance in the triplicity is 2;25.17.10,6°. A change of triplicity will, therefore, require:
30" /2;25,17.10.6° '" 12.39 conjunctions
,,'
12.39 x 19.848 "" 246 sidereal years
Consequently. according lO Abu Ma<shar, the conjunction will have shifted through the
four triplicities in:
246 x 4 ::0 984 sidereal years.
On this basis, al-IstijT refers to the great conjunction (return of the conjunction to the
same triplicity where the cycle began). which corresponds to the range of the thousands
(984 sidereal years according to Abii Ma<shar); the middle conjunction, which implies
a shift in the triplicity, and belongs to the category of the hundreds (246 sidereal years
in Abii Ma<shar's system); the small conjunction, the pedod of time between two Saturn-
Jupiter conjunctions in the same triplicity. It corresponds to the category of the tens
(19.848 sidereal years).
Finally, as al-Isti}i seeks to emphasise the similarity between the two kinds of
Ed. Yamamoto and Burnen, 2000, I, pp. 12-19, see also I, 582 ff.; Kennedy. 1962, pp.
358·359.
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periods (intiht'1 'at and Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions) he needs something here to fill the
gap corresponding to the small world-inrihlf' (one year periods) and, as there is nothing
of the sort related to conjunctions, he puts the anniversaries in the fourth place, and in
the category of the units.
[14] All these principles (mabddi') - I mean rhe conjunctions - are
mentioned in the book of Kankah al-Hindl, in Abii MaCshar's Kitlib a1-
mila1 wo'1-duwa1 and in his Kitlib a1-qirlilllil, as well as in many other
books of ancient and modern scientists. They explain the origins,
extinctions and events which concern states. We have discovered that all
lhose who prorogated (sayyara) the principles (mabadi') according to the
different ranges of numbers and rhe periods of the conjunctions did so in
ecliptical degrees (daraj a1-sawQ ') and did not use right ascensions for that
purpose, nOI even in the prorogation of the sign of the limit (burj 01-
nluntahti). In the same way those who refer to the influence of the twelve
zodiacal signs on mankind did not use right ascensions for this purpose.
It is clear from the meaning and purpose of their words that, in their
prorogations (tasyfr), they divide the sphere according to the periods
which correspond, in a natural way, to the kind [of tosytr] implied. Each
one [of these kinds] is submilted to the influence of the twelve signs,
which constitute all the parts of the sphere, until the corresponding period
of time ends.
Here begin al-lstijT's references to Eastern Islamic sources, among which we find
Kankah al-HimIT (fl. Baghdad ca. 775-820)~, who is quoted probably indirectly both
in this text and in ~a"id's !abaqarS9: their infonnation on this author probably reached
them through the works of Abu MaCshar (d. 886). which they seem to know well. This
latter author is. no doubt. the most imponant authority used by al-Istiji, who mentions
his Ki/db al-mila! IWI 'l-du\I'al, as if it was a different work from the Xi/ob o!-
~ See D. Pingree, "Kanaka". in Dictionary olSciemifie Biography VII (New York. 1973).
222-224, and G.A.S. VII, pp. 95-%. See also Yamamoto and Bumett. 2(XX). I, pp. 589-
592. A long quotation from Kankah al-Hindi appears in "Umar b. Farrukhan's book on
nativities and this text apparently circulated in Cordova in the second half of the tenth
century: see Pingree, i977; a new edition of the text has been pUblished in Yamamoto
& Bumett. 2(XX). U. pp. 342-344.
.lo'l ~aCjd, !abaqlit, cd. Bu <Alwan p. 59; tr. BlacMre p. 48.
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qirtWJJ.f6l He also qUOles AbO Ma<$har's Mudhdktu(JI (cf. (161). written by his disciple
Slddhin.61 and his aJ-MadJ:Jra1 al-knbfl'l (cf. [36]): all these: books are also quoted
by ~jd in the raiJaqdtl.
This passage corn.ains an irncrtSling piece of information concerning the method
used for calculating the uJSyft. understood as the astrological (~ique which has the
purpose of estlblistung the date of a fulUre event. It seems clear that al-lstiJi uses simple
progres:sions on the ecliptic and l1Q( on the equalOr: in his classifICation of the different
methods used. Hogendijk'" Slates mat the ·simple ecliplical mechod- is used (or the
projection of rays 0011101. (or the las)'[,. However, we have found evidence for the use
of lhis method in the work of lhe fourteenth century Maghribi astronomer and astrologer
loo <Azzijz al-Qusan!Tni"(d. Constantina 1354)~ and il also appears in the commentary
[0 the urj;u,a of Ibn AbT'I·RijJiI by lUll Qullfuuh al-QusamTnT (1339-1407t' and in the
work of the Moroccan astrologer Abil<Abd Allah al-Baqq"5r (fl. Fez 1418)67. We may
wonder, in this context. whether we are dealing here with a tcchnique which is
characteristic of Maghribf astrology. Al-Istiji's words seem to point towards its use in
earlier Classical and Eastern sources ("We have discovered that all those who prorogate
the principles according to the different ranges of numbers and the periods of the
conjunctions did SO in ecliptical degrees and did JlO( use right ascensions for that
purpose. not even in the prorogation of the sign of the limit").
[15] This introduction gives us infonnation on the meaning of the word
tasyrr and on its periods of time corresponding to all species of animals
and plants. The author of the Epistles o/the Brethren 0/Purity mentioned,
in some of these epistles, the natural period of life that corresponds to
many species of animals. When such a period is exceeded or not attained,
•
"
"
•
•
•
"
FA. Yarnamt)(O & Bumeu. 2000: on the problem of the title see I. pp. XX-XXII and
611-612.
On the diffusion of this work in the Iberian ~ninsula in the twelfth century see Burnelt.
2003.
See the edition and study by Lemay. 1995-96.
$a'id, !abaqI11. 00. Ba <Alw:tn pp. 142. 144-145; tr. 81achl:re pp. Ill, 112-113. See
G.A.S. VD, pp. 139-151.
Hogendijk. 1998. See also Nallino 1903.309-313; Calvo. 1998b.
Sams6, 1997 &.1999.
Sams6, 2005.
Dfaz Fajardo. 2001. p. 84.
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this is due to the influence of the malefics (lIU~'US), to their aspects,
association and the interruption (qa() they produce before things reach
their completeness. It is, therefore, clear from the strength of his words
on this topic what the meaning of Jasyfr is, as well as its purpose.
The Rosa 'if ikhwtill a/-fa/a', a work introduced in the Iberian Peninsula by al-Kirm.ani
(d. 1066) were also known by ~a"id"'. It is interesting to remark that al-Istiji considers
it to be the work of a single author. Here al-Istiji refers (as in [14]) to the use of rosyfr
for the calculation of the length of the life of an individual which. apparently, was his
main concern. This is done by establishing the length of the arc between two points of
UJl: oclil'lic: onc of lhem (calleu u/·///u/(/quddilll or u/-hayltij) is ofiell llle ascenuellt in
the horoscope, while the second (a/-IMnfor u/-qt1(i') can be a planet, a star, a house in
the horoscope or one of the astrological lots which exert a bad influence on the
individual and cause his death.$ The length of the life is established by giving an
equivalence in time to each degree between the two aforementioned points.
{16] The kinds of tasyfr which concern men are the categories of the tens
and the units, while those related to religions and states (aL-milaL wa'1-
duwal) are the categories of the hundreds and the units. [Finally] the
events of IFol. 12 rl the whole world {are regulated] by the categories of
the thousands an~ the units. This kind of tasyfr, 1 mean the rasyfr which
attributes a thousand [years] to each sign, is memioned in the Kittib aL-
Mudlltikartit where it receives the name of Jtillbakhtariyya of the world.
This work deals also with other kinds of tasyfr related to religions and
states, which are associated to the other aforementioned tasyfrs, like the
period ofthe great conjunction (aL-qirtin aL-a'?am); the other tasyfr, which
is specific for dynasties and for the transfer of religions and states from
one nation to another and from one dynasty to another, is the
aforementioned period of the middle conjunction (aL-qirtin aL-awsa(). In
the same way, the period of the small conjunction (al-qirtin aL-a~gar)
gives specific indications for each one of the kings.
Here al-IstiJl summarises infonnation already given in [9]-[14}. Abii Ma'shar's
MlldMkarlU has already been mentioned in the commentary to lI4]. AI-Brriini, in the
Tajhtm,70 mentions the jiInbakhtclr, which he also calls a/-qtlsim, in relation to nativity
arUliversary horoscopes (la~It1Wff sillt a/-mawl1fia): it is the divisor or distributor of the
6S ~a'jd, "[abaqtll, ed. Bu 'Alwan p. 172; tT. Blachere p. 132.
$ Schinner, 1934, Viladrich & Martl, 1983, Yano & Viladrich, 1991.
70 Wright, 1934. p. 521.
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fommes of life. In al-5ijzf's Kitab al-qirdnifl "11 taIJttKit sinf al_cdlam71 lhis term
appears as the ~rticipant with the lord of the year(~) in a year anniversary
(1~W11 sinf alJaillm)n.
[17] The portion (~JiHa) which corresponds to one year in the tasyrr [of
the small conjunction] is in the order of 18;29" approximately. This period
is associated IQ the sign of the cycle (burj al-dawr). The tasyrr
corresponding to the perioo of the middle conjunction has a portion for
each year of I ;29,4°, while the yearly portion for the tasyrr of the great
conjunction amounts to 0;22,16,5°,
Here al.lstijl states thallhe ponions W~~Q) which correspond to one year in the tasyrrs
of the three kinds of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions are the following ones:
small conjunction: 18;29",
middle conjunction: 1;29,40
great conjunction: 0;22,16,5".
These values allow us 10 compute the length of the three periods which will be:
3«1'1 18;29" - 19.417 years (small conjunction)
3«1'11:29,4° G 242.515 years (middle conjunction)
3U.J'1 0;22.16.SO - 969.999 years (great conjunction)
11-= period of the middle conjunction is confirmed explicitly by the text (f22» which
menfions a rounded value of 242.5 years (20 years for the small conjWlClion).
One can easily check (see 113]) that these parameters do 00( coincide with those
used by Aoo Ma'shar or by any other known source dealing with Saturn-Jupiter
conjWlCl.ions. We should try 10 establish whether these parameters derive from the
Tokdan Tabfn or from al-Khwirizmrs zI} and the answer seems to be negalive in both
cases. Firs! of all the values given by aI-lstiJI do IlOI agree with the mean motion
parameters for Saturn and Jupiter squeezed by Toomer7J and confirmed by F.
Pedersen1<:
Saturn: 0;2.0.26.35.1"-
Jupiter: 0;4,59.7.37.19"
Difference: 0;2.58.21.2 ,2"
and 360"/0;2.58,21.2.2" gives a number of days equivalent to 19:51.26 or 19.857
sidereal years of 365: 15.24 days (lhe parameter used by Ibn al-Zarq:illuh).
" Pingree. 1968. p. 74.
tl See also Bausani, Im. p. 224.
T.I Toomer. 1968, p. 44.
1< Pedenien, 2002. vol. m. pp. 1139 ff.
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The same technique can be applied to the corresponding parameters in al-
Khwarizmr's Zf}7S:
saturn: 0;2,0,22,57'
Jupiter: 0;4,59,9,8"
Difference:0;2,58,46,II"
and 36f1'1 0;2,58,46,11" gives a number of days equivalent to 19;50,52 or 19,847
sidereal years of 365;15.30,25,57 days.
Another possibility. which also gives negative results, is to suppose that al-Isti}i
had in mind two true conjunctions of saturn and Jupiter and established the parameter
from the period of time elapsed between them. This obviously implies that al-lstiji'S
parameter will only be valid for a period of about twenty years and that he will have to
<.:hallgc it fur later periods. This is, however, the tochllique used by Abii 'Abd Alllih al-
Baqqar (ft Fez, beginning of the 15'" C.)76 and we suspect that it was also used by
other Andalusi and Maghribi astrologers. Staning from the true conjunction in Virgo
which took place in 1007 and implied a shift to the triplicity of water77 , we have
calculated the conjunctions in 1027, 1047 and 1067, as well as the conjunction in Libra
in 1246 (shift to the triplicity of air). These conjunctions have been calculated using
computer programmes based on the parameters of the Toledan Tables and of al-
Khwarizmf's Zf}7S:
Neugebauer, 1962, p. 93.
In his Kiltlb a!-a(fu.'C1r If tasyrr a!-anwllr. We owe this information to Montse Dlaz
Fajardo who is preparing the edition of the astrological pan of this work. On the
astronomical pan see Dlaz Fajardo. 2001,
This conjuoction attracted the atlention of Cordovan astrologers because they considered
that it announced the fall of the Umayyad Caliphate and the beginning of the fima. See
sams6, 2004b.
The skeleton of both computer programmes was designed by Prof. E.5. Kennedy during
onc of his stays in Barcelona and later improved by Dr. Honorino Mielgo.
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TOLEDAN TABLES
YEAR DATE OF LONGITUDE PERIOD
CONJUNCTION BETWEEN
CONJUNCTIONS
1007 26.10 162;3°
1027 7.4 23;8" 19;26,47 or 19.446
sid. YTS
1047 2.11 2n;51" 20;34,19 or 20.57
sid. yTS
1067 2.9 168;49" 19;49,57 or 19.83
sid. yTS
1246 21.8 198;32" 238;48.56 or
238.215 sid. yTS
since the conj. of
1007
AL-KHWARIZMI'S zj)
YEAR DATE OF LONGITUDE PERIOD
CONJUNCTION BETWEEN
CONJUNCTIONS
1007 20.11 J58;45"
1027 31.3 14;13" 19;26,38 or 19.444
sid. yTS
1047 21.10 263;46" 20;33,29 or 20.558
sid. YTS
1067 18.9 164;58" 19;54,33 or 19.m
sid. yTS
1246 25.8 185;16" 238;50.30 or
238.8419 sid. yTS
since the conj. of
1007
AI-Istijl's parameters do not seem to derive from the Toledan Tables or from al-
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Khwleizmr's tJ}." On the possible consequences of this Statement see above § 1.2.2.
[IS] The monthly portion resulting from the division of the sign of the
limit (burj al-munroJuJ) by {the number of months] is 2;300. This rasyrr is
mentioned at the end of the book on nativity year transfers (KirtUJ rm.uiwi!
sinr al-mawdUd) by al-Kha~ibI in a passage in which he says: "Consider
the degree of the sign of the limit and its distance from the lights and
bodies of planets and stars (kawtikib). Then give to each degree a period
of twelve days and one sixth". AM Yfisuf Ya<qiib b. Is~aq al-KindI also
mentioned this kind of rasyrr in his book on judicial astrology (fr'l-a~lkiim)
which he named the Middle IllCroduetion (al-Madkl1al al-AwsaO.
Similarly, the daily portion of the rasyfr coumed from the ascendent of the
year until its end is 59;S:, the same as the [daily] mean motion of the sun,
because it is the result of the division of the degrees of the sphere by the
[number of] days of the [solar] year. There is a reference to this rasyfr in
the Book of Proverbs of the Persians (Kittib al-amtlil1l U'I- Furs) where it
is said: "If you want to know, day after day, wbat will happen to a man,
prorogate the year indicator (dalil ai-sono), according one degree for each
day, umil the end of the year".lIO
As for the portions of the rasyfrs related to the categories of the
'19 We transcnbe here a John North's judicious remark: made after his lQding a previous
dl'3ft of lhis paper: -It is not at all obvious that you can rule out a derivation of
pa.l'3meters from a few calculations of aCtual conjunctions. J am not suggcsr.ing that he
did so, but merely dl'3wing attention to the enonnous difficulty of getting two calculators
to agree on the precise time of a conjunction, which is mathematically extremely
sensitive to techniques of approximation and minor error."
10 In the margin of the manuscript we read the following texl: "' have found in both
margins of the manuscript a text which does not appear in the Eastern copy of the
AmIJII'fIU'I-Furs. In order to know the events of nativities day after day. we should
prorogate the lord of the sign of the limit of the year (~t'1J.lib bllry //lUll/aM '/-SOIlO). term
after term (lJodd'" lJadd"'). When the progression meets a benefic (stfd) or enters a
benefic term, the new born will find favour and health on that day. Otherwise, the
prediCtion should be the opposite. If it is separated (i~arafa) from a superior planet and
enters in application (yOltOfi/) with an inferior planet. like... (we have been unable co
read the following line of this gloss which ends with "inferior planets- and continues)
it applies to an inferior or a descending (Julbi!) planet. (the prediction] will be bad in the
begiruting, especially if this begiMing affects caliphs or kings. In the case of war.
however, there is an indication of victory if the object of application (al-mult~a/ bi-m)
is an inferior ascending planet: ascending means thal it rises towards the apogcc". On
Iem1S (lJodd, pI. IJudIld) see BirQnI. Tajhhn in Weight. 1934. pp. 265-266.
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numbers: the yearly portion in the rasyrr for the natural length of human
life is three degrees. This /asyrr is memioned in al-HamdanT's Book 0" the
Secrets ofPhilosophy (Kittib Semi 'ir al-J!ikma) where he says that the sign
which dominates man until the end of his life agrees with what the
ancients established when they divided the years of the!ardtirlit. It is clear
from this rasyfr that the [real) length of human life is comprised between
sixty and seventy [years], because the prorogation of the ascendent reaches
the degree of the descendent and that of the house of death, both of which
correspond to the narure of life. If the malefics are in aspect in the radical
horoscope and in the horoscope of the annivt:rsary alld if L1le indicators of
the new born are weak, the imerruption (qa() will lake place.
Similarly the yearly ponion of me tasyrr in me category of the
hundreds· for the events which refer to religions, states, dynasties, tribes
and atmospheric events relaled 10 these [cycles] - is eighteen minutes. The
yearly ponion /Fa!. 12 vI for the category of me thousands, useful to
know events affecting the whole world, is 1;48°.11
The sources quoted in this passage begin with AI.Kha~ibi, who wrote a Kiwb laJ.llJWft
Sillf 1I1·lIIowiJlrd and who is probably al-l:Iusaynl al·l.lasan b. al·Kha~ib (0. 844), prnised
by ~li'id as the author of a zl} and of a good book on nativities (nulIwUrd)rJ. We also
find a book on astrological predictions by al-Kindi (d. ca. 870), entitled al-Madkhat 01-
awsaf'. This is, apparently, the only source quoted by al-Istiji which was unknown to
~<id. Far more problematic is the identification of a Kirdb aJ-anuhiJt U' I-Fun: this
source mighl be related 10 another mysterious Xirdb al-oJtuhIU qUOled by the Moroccan
astronomer AbU 'Abd Alllih al·Baqqlir in his Xi/lib ol-anJ!ifr wo'l-a.far." Finally. al-
lSIiJl also qllQleS al-l:Iasan b. A~mad b. Ya'qCib al-Hamdini (d. 946) and his book
entitled Som';, aJ-lJibM (also quoted in a marginal nQ(e on fol. 10 v, cf. [6]). This
author appears 10 have hem well \cnown in al-Andalus from the time of aI.l:Ialcam Il
"
1;48,20" in the manuscript. The 20- are a clear mistake.
c ~li'id, fnhaqal. ed. Ba <Alwlin pp. 145-146; tr. Blach~re p. 113. See Suter, 1900, no.
62 (p. 32) and G.A.S. VII, pp. 122-124.
u See G.A.S. VII, pp. 130-134. We wonder whether this work should be identified with
al-Kindrs "Fony Chapters- (ot-ArbtfiklO Bllban), described in lhe introduction as
Madkhat ita 'Um al·nujilm. Ibn Abi 'I-Rijlil, who uses this work extensively, also
mentKlns a book in two pans (ftlfltJm) of only eig.ht folios in length (this would be the
snull inlroduction), and a third book which he calls l:itdbu·hu '1""",?JUrI (i.e. the greal
introduction). See Rumen (1993), pp. 78-79. 88-92.
.. See the edition presented by Chadly Guesmi as a Ph.D. dissertation at the University of
Barcelona in 2005.
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(961-976) and he is frequently mentioned by Sr=id bolh as a hiStOrian and as an
astrologer.1S .
The numerical parameters quOted here are obvious: a monthly portion of 2;30"
corresponds to the small world i/ltiM' (qis/1/ut burj al"lIIltuaM) (cf. 1121). which
progresses one sign per year. This agrees with the number quoted by al-Kha~ibi who
states the correspondence between 12 days and 1/6 and 1°, because:
12 1/6 x 30 = 365
The losyfT of the ascendent of the year is considered to be equal to the daily motion of
the sun <O:59.8"}. rounded to 1° per day in the Kildb OlIIlMI li'l-Fun. 3'" per year
corresponds to the middle world intiM' (cf. (11» which progresses one sign per 10
years Of one revolution in 120 years. Accordina to al~Hamdfni. however, the (standard]
duration of human life is between 60 and 70 years. The reason is clear: if one uses as
hay/oj or ",mol/addim the ascendent of the horoscope cast at the moment of the birth of
the.subjecl, a rOS)'irofJ· per year will result in an arc of 1SQ' in 60 years or 210" in 70
years. which implies that the rasyir has reached the descendent (house VII) or the house
of death (VIII, assuming a mean length of 30" for each house) of the same horoscope.
Both are moSt unhappy places which act as ,MII[ or qat' and produce death. On the
periods called farddr.> see below (20}. The passage OOTIlinues with the big world imiha'
(one zodiacal sign per 100 years. cl. (IOn for whkh the yearly portion IS 0:18" (=
30"/100) and ends with the mighty world iariM' (one sign per 100> years. cf. 19» whose
yearly portion is 0:1.4~ (- lfH/12OO).
[19] We should now explain which of !.he tasyrrs offers stronger
indications and more evident influences: I say that when me tasyrrs we use
correspond to the categories of the four [orders] of numbers and to me
division of degrees of the supreme sphere, these should be considered me
first and !.he main ones whose indications are the clearest, strongest and
most evident. When such indications derive from conjunctions - which are
the result of the motions of the planetary bodies, that can be considered
as [angular] seconds (ka'l-tllawam) in relation to me category of !.he
supreme sphere, for they are below it and follow it, moving with its
motion and imitating it (mll~'tidlljya" la-II11), and their motion agrees wi!.h
its [the supreme sphere's] perfection and inclination and is submitted to
the influence of its [the supreme sphere's] own necessary motion, from
East to West, and by the motion we find in it (me supreme sphere?],
which is the motion of accession and recession (al-iqblil wa'l-idblir) - we
must assume mat me indications derived from conjunctions are like me
seconds (kn 'l~lllawam) in relation to the indications of the signs which
IS ~r=id. !abaqll1, ed. Ba "AIMn pp. 66.113.118.121.147-149.151; Ir. Blac~re pp.
53. 89-90, 93, 95. 114-116. 117. see G.A.S. VU. pp. 164-165 and King. 1983, pp. 19-
20; King. 1986. p. 39 (B41).
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preserve the species (al-~iifi?a li-anw(n86 ,
AI·Istijr considers that the tasyrrs which correspond to the world ;mihiJ's and,
consequenIly, 10 the periods of 1000. 100, 10 and I years arc those which offer stronger
and more evident indications because they arc: related to the sphere: of the signs. h seems
that this is the eighth sphere. because il has tWO different motions: one is the daily
lOOlion. from East to WtsI. which produces a revolution every twenty-four hours; the
second is the precession of the equinoxes, interpreted here in the context of the theory
of trepidation (motion of accession and recession). These uuyrrs are more significant
than those related to Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, which lake place in the seventh and
sixth spheres oonesponding to these two planets. 11 is interesting that al-IslijT is
introducing here an idea which seems to derive from Neoplalonic cosmology: the inner
spheres follow the motion of the supreme one and imitate it, being submilled IQ Iq daily
and precessional motions. Such ideas were developed, in the Islamic East. by
philosophers like Aoo'!-BanUt al-Baghda:di (11th-12th c.) and. in the West, by loo
Rushtl (1126-1198) and al-Bi!rUJl (n. after 1185).17
[20] The same thing may be said in relation to the jardtirtit of the seven
planets and of the [Moon's) ascending and descending nodes, which is
seventy·five years, an amount which corresponds also to the natural length
of human life. We have assigned this period to the human species because
we have discovered that me ancients divided a pan of human life
according to the jardtJrtit of the planets. This is the period in which man
can lead an active life and take care of things: when he surpasses it, his
activity becomes weaker. They talked about human nature according to its
sharing of the nature of each one of the planets which divide the years of
its [Le. man's)jardtiriyya. They considered this division as the best suited
for the knowledge of events which affect him, although they interpreted
anniversaries as the furthest [limit one can reach] in the division of each
one of the fardiirs. They also mentioned these jardtirs in the anniversaries
of nativities. This is one of the periods which govern man and the portion
which corresponds to one year, when we prorogate on it the indicators of
the new born, is four degrees and four fifths of one degree.
AJ-Istijf refers here, and in [18], to the periods calledfarddr, and, more specifically, to
the smallfarddr. which lasts 75 years. distributed unequally bet.....een the planets and the
nodes: Sun (10 yrs). Moon (9), ascending node (3). lupilef (12). Mercury (13), Saturn
(11), descending node (2), Mars (7), Venus (8). These 75 years are also said to
M Something seems {Q be missing in the text here.
11 see Sams6, 1994b, pp. 9-11.
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correspond ID me rullural length of human life {see also (111 and [181). The
corresponding~ per year amounlS to 4;48" {:o 3fUn5).A
[21] We have checked experimentally (jarroblld) this kind of tasyrr and
we have discovered that it gives clear, plain and precise indications on
fonune and misfonune. We have also discovered that the period of return
of the conjunction to its original locaLion in the same triplicity in which
it was [originally] - a period of sixty years· offers clear indications on
changes in the events that affect kings and in these happy or unhappy
things which are related to every king in his country. This is one of the
best natural periods which can be used to cast the horoscopes (rawd/{) of
the government of kings. The yearly portion in the tasyrr of this period is
six degrees.
On astrological experimentation see above [3]. After sixty years the conjunction of
Saturn and Jupiter returns to the same zodiacal sign in which it began. A lJiffa of 60 per
year corresponds to 3fU/OO.
[22] All this is the result of the laws of nature concerning the signification
of the tasyrrs. Indications on all these principles can be found in the books
of the ancients and any clever person having good scientific criteria will
be aware of them. There are three categories (martllib) which affect every
lasyrr of the aforementioned four groups. The natural periods of time
affecting the events of the whole world and on which one should
prorogate are, [first]- the longest period, which corresponds to twelve
thousand years. [It is useful to remark that] the period of IFo!. 13 rl the
great conjunction corresponds to the thousand year period per zodiacal
Sign. The indication of the thousand has, therefore, a double strength
because it has a share in two natural periods. One should add to this the
indication furnished by the sign of the limit: we have, thus, three tasyrrs
for this category if we include the sign of the limit.
There are also three tasyrrs related to the events which affect religions
and states. The longest period is one thousand two hundred years, near
also to the thousand year period. The tasyrr according to this period
corresponds to this kind (of events] as well as the lasyrr of the period of
the middle conjunction, which is approximately two hundred and forty
two and a half years. The same can be said of the tasyrr of [he period of
the sign of me cycle (bur) al.dawr).
• See Kennedy. 1962. pp. 356-358: Yamamoto & Bo.meu. 2000. I. pp. 592-593.
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As for lhe human species, it is affected by different kinds of tasyfrs:
the tasyrr related to the length of natural life, which is one hundred and
twenty years, the rasyfr according to the period of the years of the
jardtirtit, which is seventy-five years, and also the tasyrr related to the
sign of the cycle (burj al-dawr). All this makes three tasyfrs.
The fourth category is similar to the [aforementioned] cycles (adwtir),
but it is related to the accidents (ifrtitf) that affect the human species and
its normal activities. It is a partial variety (nmtf juz '0 on which
indications are provided by partial conjunctions (qirtiniit juz 'iyya) which
imply neither a shift [in the triplicity] nor a period of time in which a
complete return [of the conjunction to its original location in the same
triplicity in which it was originally] takes place. This corresponds to the
horoscopes (rowaN) of the reign of kings and of the accession of each one
of them to the throne of their kingdom as well as of the indications which
are specific to them. This kind of event is characterized by three rasyrrs:
the first one is the period of return of the conjunction to its original
location, which is sixty years, the period of time between two
conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter, which is twenty years, and also the
period of the sign of the cycle (burj al-dawr).
From this classification we can deduce the existence of a clear
correspondence and similarity between the different kinds of events lhat
affect the world. The rasyrrs are [always] lhree for [each one of] the four
categories, in analogy to the division of the supreme sphere into four great
parts and the subdivision of each one into three [smaller] parts: this makes
twelve parts.
AI-Istiji fonnulates here a doctrine. later followed by other authors like al-Baqqar: r9
three different lasyfrs, using different periods of time, are prorogated for each one of
the four different categories (marmib) of events, the tasyfr of the sign of the limit (burj
al-lIIl1ll/ahii) or the sign of the cycle (burj al-dawr) being common to all of them. This
leads him, at the end of the passage, to establish a correspondence between the twelve
kinds of tasyfr used (4 x 3) and his previous numerological speculation ([51, [8]) about
the four 90" arcs of the sphere and the division of each one of them into three pans,
which makes a total of 12 signs. The categories of events and the corresponding tasyffs
are:
I) Events of the whole world: tasyrrs according to periods of 12000 years (mighty
19 Here we are using infonnation derivw from lhe Ph.D. thesis which is now being
prepared by Montse Dfaz Fajardo and which will include editions of unpublished
Maghribi texts on /asyfr and projection of rays by Ibn AbT ']-Rijal (11th c.), fbn •Azzuz
al-Qusan\ini (14th c.) and al-Baqqar (beginning of the 15th c.).
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world inliM'. [9}), equivalent to a zodiacal sign every 1000 years; the same order of
uniLS corresponds to the big world inliM', which is a period of 1200 years ([IO]);
finally, the sign of the limit (small world inliM', a period of 12 years, {12). [IB}).
2) Events which affect religions and states: 1200 years (big ....,orld intiM'. {l0]}.
period of the middle conjunction (242.5 years. [13). (16]. (17]) and sign of the cycle or
the limit «12). (18]).
3) EventS which affect human life: length of natur<ll life (120 yrs. middle world
intiM', (11), (18]). years of the !arddr(J1 (75 yrs. smallfardDr [18J. (20). and sign of
the cycle «(12J, LI8).
4) EvenLS which affect the reign of kings: return of the conjunclion to the original
sign (60 yrs, (21)). small conjunction (20 yrs. [13], [17]). and sign of the cycle ([12),
[18J).
[IV. Techniques Jor the computatioll oJ tQsyfr anti projection oJ rays:
ecliptical and equalorialmetlrods]
[23] Having finished explaining our purpose, we shall [Urn now to the
disagreements between the ancients, their confusions on this topic and the
solutions they adopted. I say that) do not believe that those who projected
the rays of the stars on the plane of the equator had any clear argumenl
or any essential or probable pretension, In spite of this, they disagreed on
this topic. Thus, Ptolemy, author of the Tetrabiblos. prorogated the
indicators in the western quadrant of the sphere in the direction opposite
to the succession of the zodiacal signs and made his tasyfrs, in that
quadrant, and his projections of the rays of stars using oblique ascensions
in the eastern horizon.
After a firsl allusion 10 the topic in [14]. al-Istiji now begins his discussion of the
different mathematical methods used for the IlIs)';r and the projection of r<lys, tWO
astrological techniques which share common methods with the division of the houses of
the horoscope. This latter tOpic has been studied by Nonh and Kenncdy.'" while the
methods used for the lasy{r and the projection of r<lys have ~n the Object of two
general studies by Ca!vo and Hogendijk9l • The problem of the projection of rays had
attr<lcted the attention of Andalusian mathematicians towards t!le end of the tenth
,.. Nonh, 1986. and Kennedy. 1994 & 1996.
91 Calvo. 1998b. and Hogendijk. 1998. I am using a phenocopy of the typewritten paper
of Hogendijk. 1998. because it was not published in the proceedings of the conference
in which it was presented: sec J.P. I-Iogendijk and A.I. Sabra (eds.), The Enterprise of
Sd~na in Islmn.. New Pen~i~'eS. Cambridge. Mass. and London. England. 2003. See
also Nallino. 1903. 309-313; Viladrich & Mart!. 1983; Yano & Viladrich. 1991.
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cetllury,n and, in me eleventh century. Ibn M~dh a1-Jayylni (d. 1(93) had also
studied it in a highly technical way". AI-Lstiji was a contemporary of Jbn Mifadh and
he was obviously imcrested in me topic altlJough his approach to it does not have me
sam: technical character. 11le infonTlation he gives, even though il is not original. has
a certain interesl. as it contains certain developmenl$ for which al-lstiiJl seems 10 be one
of the oldest known sources.
Ptolemy. author of the Tetrabibfos, made progrc:ssions of the: indicators (sayyara
al-odilliJ') in the Western quadrant of me sphere. in me direction opposite to that of
increasing longiludes. This seems to refer to Ptolemy's T~trabiblos ID. 10:'" wWhen
the: prorogator has been distinguished. we must still further adopt two methods of
prorogation. The one, that which follows the order of the following signs, must be used
only in the case of what is called the projection of rays, when the prorogator is in the
orient, that is, between mid-heaven and the horoscope. We must use nor only Ihe method
that follows the order of following signs, but also that which follows the order of
leading signs, in the so-called l1orimaea, when the prorogator is in places that decline
from mid-heaven". Therefore, according 10 Robbins' interpreunion, when the prorogator
(haylaj, significator) is placed between mid-heaven and the descendent, the tasyrr should
be calculated in both directions. Al-Istijrs interpretation apparently coincides with that
of Ibn Abr 'I-RijaJ in his Ki/lJb af.txm'" f1' aJYu1m aJ.nujflm:" "E la oppinion de
Tolomeo e de los que con el se atorgan es que quando fuere en la .IX.' casa e en la
.vm.·, so atacir cs contrario otrossi contra la onten de los signos. Mas 105 OU'OS sabios
noo se atorgan en esto, si non que 10 faun derecoo".
AI-lsliJf also states that bolh Ptolemy's progressions (1lU)'[rdt) and projection of
rays were made using oblique ascensions in the eastern horizon when the indicator is in
the weslem quadr:anl of the sphere: near the weslem horiwn the $WIdard technique. in
Maghribr astrology. is to use oblique descensions (equivalent to the oblique ascension
of the opposite point). The oblique ascension method for the lasJ[r is men(iontd by
Ptolemy in the TmabibJos m.IQ:· he says that it is the usuaJ .system bul that il is
correct only if the celestial body or the point of the eclip(ic is on the Eastern horizon.
The same method for the projeclion of rays is not menlioned by Ptolemy: Hogendijk
(1998) has found il described in an appendiX (probably a later interpolation) to the
treatise on the use of the astrolabe by al-Khwarizmr (fl. ca. 830) and Casulleras (private
communication) has discovered a possible reference to it in the al-QdnUn al-Marl1df of
al-Brriinr.
Kennedy & Krikorian-Preisler, 1972; Hogendijk, 1989.
Kenne<ly, 1994. There are twO very recent papers on this tOpic: one, by Hogendijk
(2005) deals with the exact mathematical method used by Ibn Mu<iidh; the second, by
losep Casulleras (2004) studies Ibn Mtfiidh's approximate method.
See Robbins, 1940, pp. 278-281.
Ed. Hilty, 1954, p. 175 a.
Ed. Robbins, 1940, pp. 286-287.
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[24] Some of me Persians ({(J'ijal min a/-furs), however, used right
ascensions in their projections of rays and tasyrrs.
The school of me Persians «'lrija nun ai-Furs) made their projection of rays and their
ltuJfrs using right ascertSKms (f24J). Nallino" considers that mis probably means that,
according to me Persian method for me projection of rays. onc: should oblain the right
ascension of me planet or star. add to it or subtract from it the aspect (60". 120") and,
then. obtain the inverse right ascension of that equatorial arc in order to detennine me
point of the ecliptic in which the rays will be projected. In 130], al-lstiJ1 adds that if the
rays of the planets are projected on the plane of the equator. right ascensions are
preferable to oblique ascensions.
Hogendijk (1998) documents this method (for the projection of rays) in Andalusl
sources, which ascribe it to the Persians: Ibn al-Zarqalluh (d. 1100) and Ibn Ba~ (d.
1316)91. Casulleras. again. has found a possible allusion in al-BTrilnT's Qallan. As for
lhe tasyr" the right ascension method has been found by Hogendijk (1998) in a treatise
on lite astrolabe by Abraham b. "Em (ca. 1090-1167). Ptolemy99 accepts it only when
the significator is on the meridian.
[25] A third group ({d'ija), composed by mathematicians (mullondisun),
once mey understoOO from IFo!. 13 vI their objectives (aghrt'1tf) that their
school (madhhabu-hum) converted me rays of me stars into arcs of the
equator, did the same with me arcs of me rasyrrs, and identified this with
a doctrine (madhhab) attributed to ODe of the Hermes. They wrote
mathematical books OD this topic which mey published without giving any
kind of proof or explaining why it is necessary to convert the star rays or
me arcs of the tasyrrs into arcs of the equator.
This passage deserves a few comments: first of all the -objectives" (aghnJt!) of the
mathemalicians might be • following what loo Mlf~dh al.JayyW States in his treatise
on the projeclion of rayslOD • to establish a relationship between the division of !he
houses of the horoscope. the projection of rays and the /(1$yr,. on the one hand. and the
daily mOlion which takes place on the plane of the equator. on the other'OI • A certain
'" Na1Jino. 1903. p. 312.
,. Puig. 1987, p. 82 for Ibn al-zarqalluh; as for Tbn Ba~. see Calvo. 1993, pp. 199 (tr.)
and 174 (Ar. text); Ihe source of this passage seems to be the aforementioned texl of Ibn
al-Zarqalluh. See also pp. 92·93.
" Tetrabiblos, cd. Robbins, 1940, pp. 288-289.
IOD Sec: Kennedy. 1994; Hogendijk. 2oo5(?); CasulletU. 2004.
101 This remart was made 10 us by Josep Casulleras.
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confirmation of this hypothesis may be found in aJ-IstijTs own remark that the only
reason for the projection on the equator was that the daily motion takes place around its
poles «(30]). On the other hand, although the text does nOI explain which method is used
by these mathematicians (the reference to the transformation of an ecliptic arc into an
equatorial arc is too vague), the statement that it is a procedure ascribed to onc of the
Henncs leads us to conjecture an identification with a method which uses position circles
or scmicircles. I02 A position circle, calleQ. al-ujq al-Ju1dith ("incident horizon") ill
Eastern sources (apparently the lcnn was coined by Mu~yT aI-Din al-Maghribi),ol is
a great circle which passes through the North aOO South Points of the horizon and
through another astrologically significant point on the celestial sphere. The use of
position circles coincides with the auribution to Hermes of methods or techniques based
in them on Andalusian sources such as Ibn al-Zarqalluh and Ibn Ba~\o<. On the other
hand, Hogendijk lllS has rcminded us of the existence of an interesting astrolabe, made
in Toledo in 1029-30, which includes twO platcs for the projection of rays for latitudes
38;30" (Cordova) and 420 (Saragossa?) with position circles which intersect the equator
at 6" intervalsl~. To this one should add the use, by Maslama al-Majrf!T, of the four
position circles method for the approximate computation of tables for casting the rays
in his revision of al-Khwarizmf's ZI}:I01 the same method was presented by Ibn Mlfadh
al-JayyanL Funhennore, Maslama's disciple, Ibn al-San~, used position circles
intersecting equal 30" divisions of the prime venical for the computation of the houses,
though not, apparently, for me lasyrr and the projection of rays. These latter references
accOUIll for al-lstijT's allusion to the mathematicians in the Andalusian context.
[26} As for Mu~ammad b. Hibir al-BattanT, he saw the errors of that
school concerning the projection of rays. [This is why] he ignored it and
did not pay any attention to it. Instead of this he followed, in Ihis topic,
the rules of demonstrative law (al-qaflufl al-burlu'im) and operated with
ecliptic degrees (daraj al-sawii ') in the projection of rays when the planets
and the stars (al-kawiikib) did not have any ecliptic latitude. When the
Illl Hogeooijk, 1998, § 6.1.
IIll See Kennedy, 1996, pp. 555-556 and Dorce, 2002-03, pp. 63-76.
104 Puig, 1987, pp. 85-86; Calvo, 1993. pp. 90-93, 201-202 (tr.), 178-181 (Ar.).
IllS Hogendijk, 1998, § 3.1.3.
106 Woepcke, 1858. Position circles passing through me endpoints of 30" divisions of the
equator in an astrolabe plate designed for the equalization of the houses, tasyfr and
projection of rays are described by al-BTrunT and by the Libro del Alarir of the Alfonsine
l1bros dei Saber de Mtronomfa: cf. Viladrich & Mani, 1983 and Sams6 (1996) pp. 591-
594.
10'l Hogendijk, 1989 and 1998, § 4.6.
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celestial body has latitude, then the lWO lrines and the two sexliles diverge
on the ecliplic. In that case, he explained a method of computation which
allowed him to know [he sexlile and the lrine on the ecliptic when the Slar
or the planet has ecliptic lalilude. This chapter of his book is one of the
most brilliant and extraordinary things.
AI-Istijr refers here 10 chapter 54 (projeclion of rays) of lhe zl} of al-Battani (d.
929).101 This is lhe first passage in which he quotes this zl} (see also [28] and [3IJ) •
a work which had circulated in al-AndaJus since the time of Maslama al-Majri!i and
which had been used for the compilation of the ToJ~dan Tabfes 'l1l • The method u.~
by the Eastern astronomer for the projection of rays of a planet with no latirude is the
simple ecliplical method. If the planet has latiuJde but we warn 10 project its rays in a
right Of left quadrature, the projeclion will always be 9(J-. In the case of the lrine or the
sextile. the procedure used is a refinement of the simple ecliptic:al one and it appears in
Other Eastern astronomical sourt:eS: I1O the planet is one of the venk:es of a spherical
riglu-angled triangle in wruch the hypotenuse is an arc of a great circle the length of
which equals the aspect (fIJ' for the senile. 120" for the trine) and which unites the
planet with the ecliptic, while the two other sides are the lalitude of the planet and the
length (on the ecliptic) of the projcction which we want to know. Two sides being
koown, the third one can be determined. III
[27] As for me, I feel somewhat surprised by those who ascribe to the
rays of stars and planels twists and deviations on the sphere due lO the
inclinations of the horizons and consider that such inclinations cause an
effect on the configuralions (asllkaf) of celestial bodies on the sphere, that
is on their mutual positions. These are people who ignore the category
(manaba) of the sphere and its natural conditions (a~nvc2l), as well as the
motion [of such conditions] following their own natural objective, the
position some of them occupy in respect of the others, and the fact that
the changes they produce in this world are nOl due to their own intentions
bUI to the effect of their motions and the different configurations they
101 Nallino. 1899, p. 197; Nallino. '1903, pp. 131.307-309.
lOll ~r'id. !abaqt1t. eel. Bu <Alw;in pp. 142-143; lr. BlacMre p. 111-112.
110 Kennedy & Krilcorian-Preisler. 1972. pp. 375-376; Hogendijlc. 1998. § 4.1.
III AI-Hattini"s Arabic lext seems COfTUpI. and Nallioo has made :it very reasonable attempc
to correct it, based on the assumpI.m that al-Battini is using the same procedure as in
chapter 26 of his zJj (how 10 find the distance bet\\'eeO t't\1> stars or planets, one of lhem
on the ecliptic. while the Other has latitude). Here the distance (tU or 120") is known
and we mUSt find the difference of longiludes.
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present due to their mutual positions.
In agreement with what al-lstiJI says in [30J (right ascensions being preferable to oblique
ones), he seems here to criticise the use of oblique ascensions for the computation of the
lasy{r. The influences of the heavenly sphere do not depend on the local latitude. Stars
and planets adopt certain ashkiil (figures. configurations, aspects) due to their relative
positions on the sphere and such ashkdl bear no relation to the inclination of the local
horizon.
[28] In this respect, MUl).ammad b. Jabir al~BatlanT also followed the
opinion of those people on the !asyrr and operated with it (~arl1lafa-hu) in
an approximate way. The cause of his [error] was his lack of knowledge
of the meaning of tasyfr and the fact that he had done little research into
its causes and objectives.
AI-lstijT refers here to chapter 55 (Iasyrr) of al-Battiinls zJ]112 in which the Eastern
astronomer uses, for the tasyir, the hour line method, which Ptolemy (Telrabiblos 1II,
10,)113 considered an approximation to the position semicircle method, and calculates
an arc on the equator and nO! - as in the case of the projection of rays - on the ecliptic.
These two facts agree with al-IstiJTs words which point to the approximate character of
al-Ballani's method (approximate in relation to the exact computation according to the
position semicircle method). AI-Istijls harsh criticism of al-Battani, compared (0 his
praise ([26]) of his method for the projection of rays. shows that he favours the
computation of both tasyfr and projection of rays on the ecliptic: the use of the equator
is considered an error. As Hogendijk l \' has remarked, Ibn Ba¥!m allributes to al-
Ballani a method for the computation of the lasyfr which is a simple variant of the one
he uses for the projection of rays and we may wonder whether there was an Andalusian
tradilion which, in agreement with al-Istijl's view of the problem. ascribed 10 al-Battiini
a method for Ihe tasyfr which was extrapolated from his procedure for casting the rays.
[29] This, in spite of the fact that all ancient authors, in olden times, had
established the fundamentals of astrology and fixed the muwal
configurations of planets, because they concur in their indications on the
existence of a particular effect. This takes place when they present one of
112 Nallino, 1899, pp. 198-203; Nal1ino, 1903, pp. 131-134,313-317. See also Yano &
Viladrich, 1991, p. 7.
III &1. Robbins, 1940, pp. 291-305.
11' Hogendijk, 1998, § 3.1.5.
III Calvo, 1993, pp. 199 (Ir.) and 174 (Ar.).
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the aforementioned configurations which are the conjunction, the two
quartiles, the two trines and the (WO sextiles. They declared their
judgement, based on this [the aforementioned configurations], in
interrogations (masa'if), particular elections (ikJlliyariit)1l6, and [also] on
the application (itri~af) of the Moon to the planets, and discovered
indications which are always true. All this in spite of the fact that I say
that there is no evidence that a single [astrologer] - about whom we have
information or know the methods he used for casting his predictions - has
IIsed an experiment (lajriha) to justify and verify his predictions with the
exception of interrogations, elections and the general conditions of nativity
horoscopes (lla~b) which have been observed (mar~ilda). All other things
are corrupt (fasid) due to the bad quality (fasiid) of the zIjes. Among these
[corrupt predictions] we find all kinds of anniversary horoscopes, the
measurement of applications (maqiidrr al-itri~iiliil) due to the variation in
the [mutual] distances of the planets, because they calculated them in
inaccurate positions, especially in several kinds of applications which give
an indication on a nativity or anmher kind [of prediction], related to the
slow [motion of a planet], as well as many other things IFo!. 14 rl
concerned with the knowledge of astrological lots (sihiim). They state, in
nativity horoscopes, that the Moon is in quartile or trine aspect with such
and such a planet, that every planet presents such and such a configuration
being in aspect with another one, and that the result of all this is fortune
or misfortune.
Ancient astrologers agree on the general consequences of the arhMl (here clearly
identified with aspects) for interrogations and elections. These kinds of astrological
predictions. together with nativity horoscopes. are the only ones which have been studied
from the point of view of "experience" (see ['3]). The reference to observed nativity
horoscopes seems to be related to the determination of the exact moment of birth by
astronomical observation: we will see later (l'34l~[35J) that al-Istiji is particularly
interested in nativity horoscopes based on the technique of the animodar (computation
of the moment of the conception of the newborn). This kind of horoscope can be
considered to be generally reliable if the zfj used was sufficiently precise. which is not
the case in most instances. Astrological predictions cannot be accurate if the planetary
positions and the division of the houses of the horoscope have not been computed with
an adequate zfj. The situation may be particularly delicate when the motion of a planet
is slow. On this topic (zJ}es and the possible references of al-lstiJl to the Toledan Tables)
see above § 1.2.2.
116 In distinction to -general" elections, and refering to chosing the best times for particular
activities.
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[30J Their prediction is considered to be true. Tfthey had considered those
configurations having ill mind the projection of rays according to their
school, their mutual relations [of the planets] would not justify their
predictions, both the corrupt and the adequate ones. We should also
consider that, if the rays of the planets were projected on the equator, the
projection of rays should not be counted in degrees of oblique ascension,
but in degrees of ascension in the horizon of the equator, no matter
whether the rays are deviated towards the north or the south, for in the
case of such deviation, the rays will be projected on a circle parallel to the
equator. In fact, we should say that this school has no argument to
maintain this pretension other than their remark that the motion of
revolution in right [ascension] (al-IJaraka al-dawriyya al-mustaqfma) takes
place around the two poles of the equator and that the sphere of the
equator is the one that transmits this equal motion to all the other
[spheres], this being the reason for the projection of rays on the zone
(min(aqa) of the equator and according to its rotation. The result of such
ideas is what I have already mentioned: the rays, which are on the sphere
[of the signs] and the dimensions of their arcs measured on the ecliptic,
[are projected] according to the ascensions of the signs for the horizon of
the equator. One could ask these people how should we operate when we
want to project the rays of a celestial body in latitude. In their opinion
they consider that a star or planet projects its rays in latitude on only one
circle, either on the zone (min(oqa) of the right sphere, if the celestial
body is on it, or on a circle parallel to [the equator]. Then the ray is
reflected (ym{a(if) from this line [the parallel circle?] towards the zone
[min(oqa, i.e. the plane of the equator] and towards the plane of the
ecliptic, right and left. Nobody with a knowledge of mathematics or
physics can imagine how the configurations (ashkiil) affecting the rays of
stars and planets can agree with their opinion and produce angles and
changes in the direction. All this is pure nonsense and error.
On lhe use of righl ascensions instead of oblique ascensions see above (27]. As in [321
below. Al-Is{iji seems here 10 argue on cosmological grounds: in [19] he ascribed to the
same sphere the daily motion of 360" from East to West and the motion in accession and
recession. He speaks here (according to lhose who favour the projection of rays and
lasyrr in lhe plane of the equator) of a "sphere of the equator" (ninth sphere?), also
mentioneG in [32] logether with a "sphere of the ecliplic" (eighth sphere?), the fonner
being responsible for the daily motion of the universe, transmilteG to the inner spheres.
On the projection of rays of a celestial body having lalitude. one should bear in mind
that the systems for such projection used both by al-Khwlirizmf and Maslama al-Majri!i
(the same could be said of Ibn Mu<lidh) only consider celestial bodies with zero latitude.
As for the projection of rays of a body with latitude on a circle parallel to (he equator,
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al-lstiJTS allusion reminds us of the procedure for the lasyrr explained by loo AbT '1-
Rijil in the Kirdb al-Bdn.... III in the Hyderabad recension of Ibn Is~q's Vi. 1lI as
welt as in Abu cAbd Allah al-Baqq1ir: an approximate value for the declination of the
star or planet is found by adding algebraically the latitude of the celestial body to the
declination of its ecliptic degree of longitude (O, + (I). Then we find the ecliptic degree
whose declination equals 01 + {1. This detennines the point of the ecliptic which we
should use as the second indicator when fasyrr is involved. because it rotates on the
same majriJ as the: stir or planet.
[31] The correct projection of rays consislS in imagining the body of the
planet or Slar on the surface of the sphere and tracing on it a great circle
which passes through the centre of the body of the planet and divides the
sphere in two halves. Then we divide this circle into an arbitrary number
of parts and take the sixth part of this number or lhe sixth part of that
circle, the result being the sextile of that planet, in any of the directions
of the sphere. The same technique can be applied to the trine, taking a
third part of the circle, or to the quartile, with the fourth part of the
circle. The figure of the quartile will be formed by great circles because
it is the half of the opposition, which divides the sphere into two halves.
Only this opinion can be accepted by imagination and intelligence and this
is what we have found to be influential both in partial and in general
predictions.
This description of the ~correct method" for the projection of rays is too vague: an
infinite numher of great circles will pass through the centre of the body of the planet or
stir. AI-lst~l seems to refer to the method used by al-BalllnI ([26]): when the planet or
star has no latirude (i.e. it is placed on the ecliptic), the great circle in question will be
the ecliptic ilStlf on which we will take the arcs of fU. 90" or 120" corresponding to the
uudls. uubf and lalhlnh. When the: planet or stir has latitude. the: point in which the
rays are projected must he on the: ecliptic. As we know the: longitude and latitude of the
star or planet and the distance between it and lhe point of the ecliptic in which the rays
will be projected (f:U or 120") the problem is 10 find the longitude of that point. The
method used by al·Battllni is equivalent 10 a simple application of the cosine law which
appears in BiriinT's Maq(1/(tfI9 (attributed to al·Battani and al-~Gfi) and in chapter 52
In Sp. translation ed. by G. Hilty (1954), pp. 175-176.
III Mewes (1996), p. 404. We are also using A. Mestres' unpublished Ph.D. dissertation
which includes an edition of the Arabic text and a detailed commentary of the canons
of this recension.
119 Dcbamot, 1980, pp. 268-269.
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of the Alfonsine Libra de {as loufas\2fI (attributed to al-Battlinr also). Canons Cb and
Cc of the TQlednn Tabil~slll follow the tradition of al-Khwlirizmf-Maslama, which
uses projections onto the equator and does not consider a planet or star with latitude. ln
[32J As for those who obtain the arc of tasyrr from an arc of the equator
they are people who drop from this science the indications. furnished by
the eCliptic and do not ascribe to it any power or influence. All
philosophers ascribe such indications to it [i.e. the sphere of the signs].
This is the most clear and obvious idea we can obtain and it derives from
(he strength of what we have already said in this book of ours. We will
not find in any of IFol. 14 vI the outstanding philosophers any attribution
of indications - about changes which take place in persons (as"kJlti~) and
other kinds (aflwti') [of beings] v to the sphere of the equator. The only
purpose of the calculation of ascensions is to know the times of night and
day in any place and the amount of rotation of the sphere since a given
moment in order to obtain the ascending degree of the ecliptic - which is
the result and the application they seek if they are clever enough to
understand it - and to establish also the tenth and fourth cusps. These
people, however, considered that the result (nauja) was a premise
(muqaddima), they inverted the idea, went astray (q.allu) and led other
people astray from the right path (aq.allfi 'an al-sabrf). They also measured
the times in all kinds of predictions ascribing one year to each degree and
proceeded along this line against the requirements of the laws of nature
(qallull (abN) and scientific reasoning (qiyas 'firm). Thn also established
that the portion Vlj~~a) [of time] which corresponds to one degree in the
tasyfr of the ascendent of an anniversary is one month. It is obvious that,
in this [equivalence], there is limitation, error and ignorance, for the
tasyfr of the ascendent of the newborn will not reach the fourth cusp in
most cases and the [tasyfr of the] ascendent of the anniversary will nOl
exceed, according (0 their pretension, twelve degrees. Let us forget this
absurdity that does not have any meaning and is not supported by any
experience (rajrfba).
See above [141. where he has begun his defence of the computation of the /asyfr on the
llC Chab~s & Goldstein, 2003, pp. 91-92,222.
1ll Ed. F.S. Pedersen. 2002. pp. 474-475, 676-677.
122 Cf. Kennedy & Krikorian-Preisler. 1972: Hogendijk, 1989.
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plane of the ecliptic. On tajriba see [3]. As in [30], our author argues on cosmological
grounds: the sphere of the ecliptic is, probably. the eighth sphere, the sphere of the
fixed stars. on which sidereal longitudes are computed, and one must bear in mind that
the astrological tradition which predominated in al-Andalus and the Maghrib was based
on sidereal astrology. The sphere of the equator is, also probably, the ninth sphere,
which is starless, on which tropical longitudes are calculated and which has no
significance for Maghribf astrologers. Regardless of the fact that tasyrr techniques
intend to calculate time, and that time is computed on the basis of rotations on the plane
of the equator, al-Istij'i considers that such rotations are only importam when fixing the
time for the calculation of the ascendent and the division of the houses. His criticism of
the computation of the wsy(r on the plane of the equator is panicularly harsh due to the
Qur'anic expressions he uses: "led other people astray from the right path" (a4aIl1i. 'an
al-sabl1).See Qur'an 4:44; 5: 12,60,77; 6: 116.117; 10:88; 14:30; 22:9; 25: 17,34,42,44;
33:67; 38:26; 39:8; 53:30; 60:1; 68:7. He is also critical of the units used for the
calculation of lime (I" per year and I" per month)l:!J: in a nativity horoscope, if we
consider 9(f as an approximate distance between the ascendent and the fourth house, a
lasyfr of the ascendent of I" per year will require 90 years to reach house IV and this
exceeds the mean length of human life; on the other hand, in an anniversary horoscope,
the tasyfr of the ascendent based on a time equivalence of I" per month will only reach
12" from the ascendent in one year. Besides, these velocities for the tasyfr do not agree
with the standard equivalences used in the different tasyfr periods he has mentioned (see,
for example, [22] for events which affect human life).
[33] I say that the reason behind their disagreements and changes of
opinion, both correct and incorrect, is due to the fact that they discovered
influences which contradicted what they themselves had established in
their principles. Then they imagined what we have mentioned as a result
of things which became true as a result of sheer coincidence and [hey
based themselves on Ihis. Then they changed from one school into another
and this increased their discord and divergences. They found that
influences contradicted their principles due to the errors of their zIjes and
the fact that the positions of planets did not agree with the hidden places
they actually occupied.
Now, thanks to God, we have finally perfected our knowledge of the
reasons (Cilal) behind the motions of heavenly bodies and we know the
causes which lead to their irregularities (ikhtiltif). We have thus acquired
an authenlic knowledge which our predecessors - about whom we have
information and whose reputation has reached us - did not have. We have
checked their tasyrrs and projection of rays according to their opinions
m Ibn Abf'l-Rijal (ed. Hilty, 1954, p. 175) mentions I" per year for the lasyfr of the
ascendant for the computation of the length of the life of the newborn, and 30" per year
for the "revolutions" (la1}tiwI1 al-sinfh).
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and schools without finding any significant changes. We have found that
the rasyrr for the periods of time mentioned in this book of ours and using
the method we have described - J mean with ecliptic degrees - gives the
most reliable, clear and evident indications. We have studied (hem for the
different kinds of astrological predictions - I mean the tasyrrs for stales,
religions, horoscopes «(awa/i') of the accession to power of kings and
anniversaries - obtaining out of all this a set of very clear results which
are wonderful and an extraordinary science.
On the good results obtained by the Totedan team in their analysis of the irregularities
in the motion of planets see above [2J and § 1.2.2 (on the MUf(l!}/}aJ.l Zlj and its
problematic identification). AI-IslijT insists here on the imponance of astrological
experience (see [3]) and states that he has checked his doctrine on tasyfrs and projection
of rays against known historical results related to states, religions, horoscopes of the
accession to power of kings and alUliversaries. This list complements another given in
[29]: ancient astrologers have checked their results in interrogations, elections and
"observed" nativity horoscopes (not animodar. on which see below [34]- [35], or in
anniversary horoscopes).
[V. Use of the ollimodar for the computation of the ascendent of a
nativity horoscope]
[34] Glory and gratitude to God for the precious and marvellous benefits
he has given us and because he has bestowed upon us the inspiration
which has led us to perform research on the animodar which allows an
accurate computation of the degree of the ascendent of the newborn which
is the basis (al-a~l) and the most obvious haylaj (al-hayldj al-qa 'im). The
rasyrr derived from it is called al-jtinbakhttir. The lots (sihtim) are
projected from it and their precise positions are known from it, as well as
the configurations (ashkdl) of the heavenly bodies, The horoscope (~ara)
of the animodar for us, as we have already said in this book, is based on
the fact that one of the cusps of the nativity horoscope is equal to the
degree of [he planet which dominates (al-musrawli) the conjunction or
opposition which took place before the nativity. We record this IFo!. 15
rl together with the animodar of the falling of tIle drop [of sperm] (masqa(
al-nurja) in case we have been unable to determine, by observation, the
ascendent of the nativity or if the birth has taken place during the night
and the cusps have a number of degrees which is very similar as it
happens to the signs and degrees near to the two equinoxes when they are
ascending. There is sometimes a delay in the observation, the cusps are
similar; one cannot determine, then, the degree of the ascendent correctly
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by observation and it is necessary to use the procedure of the animodar of
the fall of me drop [of spenn]. We have written a clear epistle on this
topic. These two animodars do not coincide when they are computed with
any of the extant zfjes, with the only exception of our corrected zlj {zfju-
lId al-m~a~I~lalJ}. This is due to the precision with which it calculates the
position of planets, the correct results obtained for the lunar longirude and
the correctness of its equation.
Here al-lstiJl refers to al1O\her astrological technique: the calculation of the animodar.
on the subject of which he states that he has written an epistle. ItS purpose is to obtain
the ascendent at the moment of a nativily. the main difficulty being that of determining
the hour of birth which can be established. in daytime. using a sundial, although
I~olemy (Telrabiblos 1IJ.2)1:l< emphasises the errors in which practitioners of astrology
might incur when they use solar instruments (such as sundials) or water clocks. The
difficulty increases during the night. The allusions of our text to observational techniques
used to establish the position of the cusps seem doubtful. for the longitude of the cusps
was normally obtained by calculation. using a zt}. and knowing boch the latitude of the
platt and the hour of the day or night. IJj If the ascendenl coincides with one of !he
equinoxes. the arcs belwttn the cusps amount to 90" and each house of the horoscope
will have a length of 30" in most techniques of domification. This explains a1-lstijTs
remark (-die cusps have a number of degrees which is very similar as it happens with
the signs and degrees near to the two equinoxes when lhey arc ascending-), although we
do not understand the reference: to the difflClJlty of observing the positions of the cusps.
All this explains the use of indirect techniques for establishing the longitude of the
ascendent such as the animodar. In 16) he has already mentioned Ptolemy's method
(Tttrabiblos 1II.2)11t: thc: distance of the ascendent (one of the cusps according 10 a1-
l5(iJ1. and Olher Af2bk astrologers) from the beginning of ilS sign (it is easy 10 observe
the ascending sign during the night) equals die distance. also from the beginning of ilS
sign, of the plane! which dominates the horoscope of the conjunction or opposiiion of
the Sun and Moon which took place before the nativily. His reference to the animodar
of the fall of the drop (of sperm) seems 10 be related to a second technique, ascribed to
Hermes, for the calculation of the animodar: the lunar longitude at the instant of birth
is the ascendent at lhe instant of conception; conversely, the lunar 10ngilUde at
conception is the ascendent of the nativity. Thus, if the moment of binh is known
approximately and the duration of pregnancy can be establishedl:l7, the astrologer can
easily calculate the lunar longitude at the moment of conception and. consequently. he
1101 Ed. Robbins. 1940. pp. 229-235; see Kennedy. 1990, pp. 139-144.
1!5 On the problem of the ~rmination of the ascendent see Kennedy. 1990.
I. Ed. Robbins, 1940, pp. 228-235.
In The problem of the duration of pregnancy is studied thoroughly by Ibn al-Kammad (n.
Cordova. 1116): see Vernet. 1949.
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will also know the ascendent of the nativity. This proc:t:dure lakes advantage of the fact
thal the daily rotation of the: eanh. which del:ennioes the longitude of the ascendent, is
much faster than the molion of the Moon. IlI AI-ISliJT has apparently used the IWO
aitimodar tcchniques and he has only obtained the same results when using the
mySterious ·COl'RC~ tiT (see § 1.2.2). This is one of the arguments he will employ
to validate this work. On the jonbakhUlr see (16).
[35] We have experimented on this with many nativities observed [by us]
and with other, useful, nativjries which had been observed [by others}.
This practice of ours met with an abiding success. Then, we used this
technique with other nativities whose data were not reliable (mukhammana
al~~ljrz), we applied the rosyfr and we obtained the most exact and evident
indications as well as the clearest influences. In many nativities we found
important differences between the degrees of the ascendents found [in the
horoscopes] and the correct degrees of the ascendents. We obtained with
this many results which would take too long to comment on and explain
here. To prove that our method is correct [seems unnecessary] because its
validity is shown by things which happen necessarily. I do not consider
correctl29 most of the nativities computed by several astrologers. This
is one of the reasons for the inuoduction of errors in their method, but
they pronounce judgements based on them. I have only found a few
among them who come near to the truth. In others, I have discovered
errors of almost a sign or amounts of this order. This is why the ancients
fall short of the truth when they evaluated the validity of this animodar
and its agreement with the animodar of the [planet] which governs the
aforementioned conjunction or opposition. [Add to this] what has already
been said about the errors and wrongness of l.rjes and the curious
ignorance of many professional astrologers about the lot of Fortune (sa/un
ai-sa'ada).
This passage underlies what seems to have been al-Istijrs main interest: the use of the
tcchnique of animodar to compute the ascendent of a nalivity. His critical approach to
astrology has led him to analyse horoscopes cast by other astrologers and to compare the
ascendent calculated directly with t~ ascendent he obtains with the two animodars. On
the other hand he has -experimented- with this technique. which probably means that
he has checked his predictions against the real evenlS in the life of the subjects of his
llt Kennedy. 1990. pp. 140-141.
13~ a/-dihiln in the MS which does 00l seem to make much sense. This is why \\'e
have corrected il 10!a¥J!m a/·burlu1n.
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horoscopeS. He finally insists on the errors of zl}es. On the Lot of Fortune see below
[36J.
[36] Abii Macshar, in his book Greatlfllroduction to Astrology, mentioned
this when he said: "The IQ[ of Fortune is the ascendent of the Moon. This
means that when you mUltiply the number of hours elapsed of the day by
the time-degrees of one hour and subtract this amount from the position
of the Moon, the resulting number will intersect the position of the lot".
Abii Macshar al-BalkhT [also] said on this: "I have checked Uarrabfll) this
and I have found results which are near to what they (= the ancients]
said" allllOugh if the control was made (law jurriba) in some places of the
ecliptic when they are ascending, the results obtained would be very
differen!. On this topic I wrote in a margin of his book: "If you had done
this with ecliptic degrees1:lO, you would have obtained a correct and
truthful result". To explain this: if you take the distance in ecliptic degrees
between the Sun and the degree of the ascendent and subtract the amount
from the position of the Moon, on the ecliptic also, the resulting number
would correspond to the position of the lot of Fortune. There are some
who do not realize that if the Sun is in midheaven and the Moon is in the
eleventh house, if you take the arc comprised between the position of the
two and add it to the position of the ascendent, the distance of the Sun
from the ascendent is equivalent to the distance of the Moon from the end
of this arc which is the arc of the lot of Fortune. All the lots are
calculated in a similar way and Ihis is something so obvious that nobody
having intelligence and capacity for comprehension can ignore it.
The passage from AbO Ma<shar's Madkhal Kabrr, quoted non-literally here, can be
found in a foo1note to the edition of al-Istiji's Rist'lla. Ul Actually AbO Ma'shar gives
this procedure for the computation of the Lot of Fortune, as something he ascribes to
other unknown astrologers, probably "the ancients", although he has checked it and
established that it gives results which are, sometimes, near the actual position of the Lot
('>\.'{I robbanlil waqlfa qan"ban mi" dhtiiika 'l-maki111). The method establishes that one
should subtract the time-degrees corresponding to the number of hours elapsed since
sunrise directly from the lunar longitude (Abu Ma<shar states, and this has been omitted
by aJ-lstiji, bi '/-daraj al-saw\1', in ecliptic degrees). The expression "ascendent of the
!JO bi-daraj a/-sawli' usually means, in Maghribf astronomy, "in ecliptic degrees·, although
here it would make more sense to interpret "equatorial degrees·.
III Lemay, 1995-96, Ill, 620.
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Moon" appears in Ptolemy's Telrabibfos (Ill, 1O)1n where it is explained by the fact
that the Moon is distant from the Lot of Fortune by the same number of ecliptic degrees
as the Sun from the ascendent. The same explanation is given here by al-lstijT. The
standard procedure, in the simple expression appearing in the Tetrabiblos (rn, 1O)1ll,
is explained by al-Biruni: j ).< s being the longitude of the Sun. f/I that of the Moon and
h the longitude of the ascendent, the Lot of Fortune (Lj) will be:
Lf=h+{m-s)
which is equivalent 10 al-Istiji's fomlUlalion (1/1 - (s - 11). Al-Bfriini also mentions AM
Ma'shar's second procedure, which can be fannulated as:
Lf=m-d
in which d corresponds 10 the rotation of the sphere since sunrise expressed in time
degrees. The logic of this expression is based on the assumption that:
d = s ~ h
which would be true if hand s were measured on the equator instead of being ecliptic
longitudes. Ecliptic points cross the horizon at variable rates and this explains both Abu
Ma'shar's remark "I have found results which are near to what they said" (in some
instances the approximation might be good enough) and al-Istiji's criticism: "if the
control was made in some places of the ecliptic, when they are ascending, the results
obtained would be very different".
[VI. Tlte author illsists Oil the need to compute the tasyir Ofl tlte ecliptic]
[37) I see that they require [the use of] the ascensions of the signs which
are IFol. 15 vi the periods of time determined by rotation, in their
displacement, and make serious efforts in this regard, even in the most
obvious things. One is led to believe rhat, in these situations, the errors
are due, in most of the cases, to the translators who have been unable to
write a single correct sentence. Maybe the ancients mentioned the rotation
of the sphere, in their own language, meaning the sphere to which
[astrological] judgements are referred, which is the ecliptic, but the
translators lfanslated this as the roration of the equator. This is also
mentioned by A~mad b. YOsuf al-Katib when he deals with proportion
(llisba) and proportionality (tQ1ulsub) and, concerning proportion, states
that the errors introduced in that concept were the responsibility of
))l 81. Robbins, 1940. pp. 276-277.
m Ed. Robbins. 1940. pp. 275-277. Abl1 Ma'shar (Lemay. 1995-%.111.619) gives a more
elaborate definition of the Lot of Fonune. making it depend on whether the horoscope
is cast by day or by night. The same procedure is explained in other sources such as
Kushyar b. Labblin (see ed. Yano, 1997, pp. 62-63) and al-BTnlnT himself.
l.l' Haddad. Pingree & Kennedy, 1990, pp. 18-23, 43-45.
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translalors. The same can be said about the sign of the limit (burj al-
mmuahtJ): [the asuologers] neither explained how 10 use it nor considered
the degree of the limit (darajat al-munralJli) and its rasyfr for the rest of
the year, with the sole exceplion of al-Kha~ThT. They used the sign of the
limit inslead of the ascendent of the anniversary, without paying attention
to the moment in which it reaches the lights of the celestial bodies, both
in the radical and in the anniversary horoscope, and to which planet
belongs the term (~ladd) reached by its tasyfr, I mean the tasyfr of the
degree of the limit. They did nOI ask themselves how to calculale Ihis
tasyrr, why the degrees of the ascensions are not used for it, what is the
difference between the Ulsyrr of the sign of the limit, in ecliptic degrees,
and the rasyrr of the ascendent and of the hayltij, in ascensional degrees,
and why one method is used in one case and anOlher method, of a
different kind, in the other. According to them, these are some of the
strong similarities from which they obtain indications about the arrival of
the hayM) to the lights and bodies [of the planets] and which they use as
the most solid foundation for the different kinds of predictions.
Here al-Istijl insists. once more. on the use of simple prorogations on the ecliptic.
instead of fiooing the corresponding ~torial ascensions and working with them (see
above 114}. [23J-(28J. [30]-{32J). The referetU 10 equatorial prorogations in ancient
sources may be due to errors of the lranslators. A similar remark can be found in an
earlier Andalusian source: the T~rif. the great medical eneydopedia written by Abl1 '1-
Qasim al-zallr.'iwf (d. ca. 1013). who complains of the incomprehensible works of the
Anciems.I" A~mad b. Yiisuf al-KlIitib (d. 941) alludes to the errors of translators in
his book "On proportion and proponiQna.liIY" (Ff 'l-ni.sba wo '/-tandsub). This work is
quoted both by al-1stiJ. and by ~K1I•. Our author also complains of the fact that
astrologers only consider the ·sign of the limit· and do not give due consideration to the
"degree of the limit": as he has already said in (181, only al-Kha~TbT (quoted above in
fl8]) has been careful in this respect. As we have seen in [12J-[141. [18] and [22], the
"sign of the limit· or ·sign of the cyclc· (burj al-dawr) is a period which progresses one
sign per year and it corresponds to the ·small world imihtJ'· of Eastern astrologers.
Finally al-lstij1 refers to the inconsistency of prorogating this "sign of the limit" (like the
rest of the imiM's, see above 19D on the ecliptic, while using equatorial methods for the
wsyfr of the ascendent (see P81) or or other fulyli1js.
[38] I do not know whether they have any argument which makes them
III Hamameh & Sonnedecker. 1963, p. 37.
I. ~lIi'id, !abaqar, ed. Bil eAIv.in p. 146; Jr. BlachO'e p. 113. See StJter, 1900, no. 78 (pp.
42-43). See G.A.S. V, pp. 288-290: VU, p. 157.
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abandon this pretension. I am always astonished by the kind of confusion
I find in their books. The cause for all this is me ignorance of those who
practise astrology and of the authors of books dealing with this subject.
for those who have a penetrating intelligence and outstanding brains were
interested, in past l;.. .eS, in the art of computation (taqwrm) which deals
with the exact calculation (ft!dff) and the knowledge of the exact positions
of planets. When they discovered errors in this, they abandoned lhis
practice and were no longer interested in it. They lacked therefore the
necessary insltUments with which they could check those things required
by physical theory (al-flQ?or al-{obl"<t) and philosophical analogy (al-qiyas
alfalsoft). In the same way God structured (hayya 'a) [the universe]
placing planets in their correct positions, which teach us, first, the
animodar, verify it for us, give us true values for the tasyrrs, guide us
towards them and identify the experiences (tajtirib), confirming some of
them and rejecting others, it is convenient to establish that, in these
animodar and tasyrr, there are indications that confirm the correcmess of
the vi we are using. Even those who are ignorant of the science of
cosmology (rilm a/-hay 'a), of the rnmions of planets (~lQraklit al-kawtikib)
and of the fundamenlals of demonstration leading to its verification, have
elements which confirm its validity and clarifies its veracity for them.
At-ISliJl implies here thal the aSlrotogers~ or his time seem to have lost inleresl in the
scieruiftc aspectS of their discipline. the main one being thr: precise compulation of the
planetary posilions. A similar remark can be found in the trealise on the projection of
rays by Ibn Mtf:ldh al-Jayyinr.ll'7 allhough the laller insists mainly on the
mathematical problems involved in the division of the houses and catculation of the
lasyfr and the projection of rays. Here al-ISI~l could be referring to the astrologers' use
of approximate methods for the compulation of planetary longiludes based on perpetual
almanachsll' or on equatoriall'J. These methods do not offer anything like the
precision thal can be obtained with his v1 (see above § 1.2.2). We also find. once more.
a reference to the importance of experience in astrology ([3]).
(VII. Conc/lISi01l)
[39] Thus, if a nativity is observed and its horoscope is cast using the
m &e Casulleras, 2004. and Hogendijk. 2005.
III Sams6. 1992. pp. 166-171.
Ut Comes. 1991.
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aforementioned Zl}, and tbe period of pregnancy (maktll) is determined and
the animodar of the falling of the drop [of sperm] is calculated and
compared to the animodar produced by the [planet] which rules the degree
of the conjunction or opposition [of the Sun and the Moon] which took
place before the birth, you will be able to see marvellous magic and [will
feel] an enthusiastic joy due to the ignorance of the [astrologer] who
follows uncritically the opinion of others, because he is unable to
distinguish what is false from what is true in all this. In the same way, if
you prorogate the degree of the ascendent of a nativity at a later date of
the life of the subject, and you prorogate its Ilayldj IFol. 16 ri, the Lot of
FOflune, or some degrees of the houses [of his horoscope] and their
corresponding lots, according to the aforementioned sequence, you will
obtain general and most ptobable information about his years of distress
and happiness. You can, then, warn him of what you see will happen to
him in the near future. This will be the end of the pretensions of those
who persist in their obstinacy and ignorance.
Conclusion: everybody should prorogate using this tasyrr for long
periods of time; in order to correct the degree of the ascendent one should
use the two aforementioned animodars; the exact posilions of planets
should be computed using the zrj already mentioned. God willing, you
will, then, attain a correct result.
We implore from Him who has in his hands good and favour to
increase his grace on us and on you, 10 make both reach a degree [of
perfection] that allows us to approach Him and come nearer 10 Him. H
e is most good and generous.
This is the end of the epistle of Abii Marwan al-Istijl. Glory to God to
Whom il belongs. Blessings and peace on MUQammad, his Prophet and
Messenger, as well as on all his prophets.
This final passage does not offer anything new except a confirmation of the fact that al-
Istiji seems to be mainly interested in casting horoscopes related to the life of
individuals. On the other hand he insists, once more, on a critical approach to astrology.
He seems to mistrust the direct computation of the ascendent and favours the technique
of animodar. by comparing the results obtained with the two different methods in use.
He also wants to check the actual events in the life of the SUbjects of his predictions
against his astrological judgements and insists on the use of the z(/ he has been talking
about.
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